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Students dacusi the horror flicks that get
under their skin as slasher cinema takes
center stage on Halloween.
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A former JMU student gets the opportunity
to turn a dream into reality as one of the cast
members of MTV's "Tough Enough 111."
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Tipiiu Abby and Bryant Karpinski, along
with younger sister Whitney, make the JMU
women's soccer team a family affair.
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Races to close
local streets
Bv

race. The Port Republic
entrance to campus also will be
closed completely from approximately noon to 4 p.m. The only
way to access campus will be
via Duke Drive and South Main
Street, according to Campbell.
"It's important to realize that
if you live in Bluestone or
(Skylinej dorms, you won't be
able to get to that area by car
during the race," Campbell
said. On the return leg of the 10
miler, the closest lane to the
sidewalk heading eastbound on
Port Republic will be closed
during the race as well.
Sue Rinker, a member of the
Slunandoah Valley Track
Club, which is sponsoring the
race, said that the race will go
on rain or shine. Both the 10
miler and 5K courses are completely paved, and Rinker said
there will be course monitors
along the way.
The
Harrisonburg
10
miler/5K race is a joint venture
by
the
Shriner's
Club,
Shenandoah Valley Track Club
and the JMU Men's and
Women's Track 4 Field/ Cross
Country programs, JMU track
coach Bill Walton said.
According to Rinker, the
entry fee is $22 for the 10 miler
and $18 for the 5K race if signed
up before Nov. 2 If registering
the day of the race, registration
costs $25 for the 10 miler and
$20 for the 5K All proceeds will
go to the JMU track club and the

MAIREK.N MCCLAIN

contributing writer
An expected 500 to 800 runners and walkers will be participating in the second annual
Harrisonburg 10 miler and 5K
race Sunday, closing some campus and area roads.
beginning at 1 p.m., competitors for both the 10-mile run
and the 5K run/walk, which It
3.1 miles, will start at the
Convocation Center and head
up University Boulevard, which
will be closed from Port
Republic Road to Carrier Drive.
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... ifyoulivein
Bluestone or [Skyline]
dorms, you won't be
able to get to that area
by car during the race.
— Peggy Cambell
sergeant, JMU police

Sergeant I'eggy Campbell of
the JMU police department
said, "Avoid campus completely on Sunday between 12 p m.
and 4 p.m.," pointing out that
Carrier l>ive will be closed to
traffic before and during the
race, and Bluestone Drive will
have closures on the outbound
lane from G4ot heading toward
South Main Street during the

Partly cloudy
High: 56
Low: 37'

Students kick butts in JMU Smoke Out

BRIAN <()KKR/iwffpfc«'irap*"
Seniors Katie Moor* and Emily Oil (left to right) participate In Carnival on the commons Monday as part of the
JMU Smoke Out. The Smoke Out Is a series of eventa sponsored by the hearth program planning and evaluation
class along with JMU Student Nursing Association and the University Hearth Center aimed at combatting smoking.
The carnival Included games such aa -Quit Cold Turkey Tosa" and -The Price of Smoking Is Wrong Wheel."

snr RACES, page 5

Panel discusses repercussions of war with Iraq

Mailing mishap
curtails student
registration to
vote in election
BY DAVID CLLMENTSON

Mar:

Speakers present four responses to possible war
BY KELLY JASPER

j

news editor
lunior Adrianne Laputka
really wanted to get to vote
tor the bond referendum on
election day.
The Student Government
Association committee chair
turned her apartment into
"voter registration central,"
spoke at more than 10 classes to
encourage students to sign up
to vote and changed her own
voter registration from New
Jersey to Virginia.
But because the stack of
forms she collected was turned
in Oct. 7 to the JMU post office
30 minutes late, they didn't get
postmarked on time, and 150
JMU students won't be able to
vote Tuesday.
. "From my point of view, it
really sucks," Laputka said.
"It's not like we sat back and
slacked off and waited until the
last second."
The forms were given by
the SGA to the president's
office to be postmarked at the
post office. Donna Harper,
executive assistant to JMU
President l.inwood Rose, had
not only asked the SGA to
actively register students to
vote for the bond, but also
promised to mail the forms.
"Obviously, I feel absolutely
terrible about it," Harper said
in the Oct 29 Richmond TimesDispatch. According to the article, she blames no one but herself for the mistake. Harper
could not be reached for further comment.
"It's a huge responsibility
that we entrusted the administration to, and they didn't follow through on it," sophomore Matt Gray, who also had
a registration form in the
stack, said "I am angry and I
am disappointed. This is my
first election and I was hoping
tn vote in it."
Next time the administration approaches the S(.A
about taking up a big project
for them, Gray, who is SGA
senate pro tempore, said he'll
probably say no. According
to Gray, "I will hold a grudge
for a while."

AMY PATERSON/axirttiaaif ptmotmphrr
Speakers presented their opposition to possible war with Iraq
during a panel discussion Monday. They each gave lS-mlnute
presentations followed by a question and answer sesilon.

contributing writer
Saying America should not
invade Iraq, a panel Monday
night gave four different versions of why the United States
should avoid war.
The panel included Campus
Ministries Coordinator Rev.
John Grace, economics professor
Ehsan Ahmed, political science
professor and department head
Glenn Hastedt and political science visiting assistant professor
Kurt Mills. They each pve 15minute presentations, followed
by a half-hour question-andanswer session. The political science department sponsored the
packed event, which was held in
Health and Human Services
Building room 2301.

Speaker urges justice
Professor speaks
on issues of world
conflict, equality

see SOUTH, page 5

see PANEL, page 5

said he will discuss several
important tips on how to make
it in the advertising world.
Topics include "what is advertising," "what type is right for
me," "what city should I go to,"
"what agency is right for me,"
"how will I find a job" and
"what to expect from your first
job experienc." fie said he is
willing to answer all questions
and share his experiences.
According to Holloway,
"[The seminar] will cover everything I never learned at JMU or
in graduate school. And things
...it's the best of what I that students still don't. Put simit's the best of what I know
know to help students ply,
to help students get ahead, coninto two days."
get ahead, condensed densed
Marketing professor Claire
into two days.
Hoi ting said, "He's going to give
the absolute best advice. And
— Dave HoHoway he's really excited to help JMU
JML1 alumnus students in any way possible."
According
to
Bolfing,
Holloway graduated from JMU
in 1993. He was a marketing
The seminar, which costs major and wanted to work in
$130, is open to all majors and creative advertising. He later
there is no limit on how many attended graduate school at the
people can attend, according to
see STUDENTS, page S
a JMU press release. Holloway

staff writer
The College of Business'
marketing department is sponsoring "All you ever need to
know to land a job in advertising," a two-day seminar hosted
Sr JMU alumnus Dave
olloway ("93). It will take place
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and Sunday from noon to 5 p.m.
in Zane Showker 107.
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Professor Alexander Gabbin speaks on |uetlce In South Africa.

tive issues never really are giver,
the hill discussion they deserve
"There is often premature closure when a person makes a
snap judgment and just sticks
with it," Hastedt said. "We really want students to take a step
back and think about their
stance on this issue."
Grace discussed the moral
and spiritual implications of
invading Iraq. "In the real
world, with real politics and real
government and real decisions,
the question of spirituality is
often considered fluff on the
side," Grace said. "It's important to look at our moral responsibility to promote good."
Grace presented several rea-

Marketing to hold
advertising seminar
BY KATE SNYDER

BY STEPHEN ATWELL

contributing writer
Outlining ways for South
Africa to achieve better unity,
professor Alexander Gabbin
spoke on "South Africa: Issues
ot lustice and Reconciliation"
Monday nighl
Gabbin described a number
of points that would lead to
better reconciliation, the first
of which was the fact that people only meet people in their
group. "As a result, business,
management and union people only meet as in habit," he
said. "They know nothing
about each other otherwise,
and that becomes a problem
when you deal with issues of
IUJHJCC »"l reconciliation."
Gabbin discussed a tendency
to project attitudes and values
on others. By doing this, he said
the individual attributes his or
her ideals and values to that person, though they might not
share these beliefs. Global or

"We want to extend the discussion about the invasion of
Iraq and raise questions that the
media don't necessarily highlight," Mills said in opening the
night's discussion. "There are
other perspectives out there that
people need to consider."
A desire to challenge preconceived notions about the world
and assumptions was a theme of
the night "Look at the fundamental assumptions we make about
the future," Hastedt said. "The
tendency is to assume that the
future will look like the present"
Hastedt presented s list of
assumptions to the audience in
order to get students to "think
about the issue at hand and the
way they have formed their
opinions." He said many sensi-
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31

OPINION

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5

• Praise & Worship will be held at 5:30 p.m. at the Baptist
Student Union House on the corner of Cantrell Avenue and
South Main Street, a block from campus.

• The JMU College Democrats are holding their weekly
meeting at 7 p.m. in Taylor 311 For more information, email
diailm or visit imu.edu/orgi/youngdrmocrat.

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3
• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry will hold a Eucharist service at 5 p.m., followed by a home-cooked meal. The
Canterbury House is located on South Main Street across
from the Quad, between Buffalo Wild Wings and the Zirkle
House. With questions, please call 432-9613T

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4

TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Kyra of The Breeze at papafikc with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)
Please submit by Friday (or a Monday issue and Tuesday (or
a Thursday issue.

•Sexual Assault Survivors Group meeting will be held at 7
p.m. Contact Jill for more info at xB-3407 or rupperja.

BY SHARON BLEAKNEV

police log reporter

In other legal matters:

1

A JMU Student reported damage to
their vehicle in NLIot between Oct. 26
11:30 p.m. and Oct. 27 12:30 p.m
page consisled of a small mark on
left rear door and a small dent to
lower panel under the door.

Possession of Marijuana
Kamaren M Suwijn. IB, ol^Pittsd
NY., was arrested and charged d
possession of marijuana In Dingledine
Hall Oct 25 at 11:14 pr».

A JMU student reported the windshield of their vehicle was broken by
ari unknown*object at Chesapeake
Hall between Oct 26 6 p.m. and Oct.
277pm

Brett M. Moulton, 19 of Fr«dfick$\ '
burg,was arrested and charged for*
possession of marijuana in piueridge v
Hall Oct. 26 at 12:45 a.m.'
!
i r\er
1
LU^i^lmDe,
26 50
Property Damage

Partly Cloudy
High 56 Low 37
High
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Style XM151
Mews x»-6699
x8-8041
Opinon/Focus X8-3S46
Sports X8-6708
PhokVGraphKS xM7«9
Business/Technology
Coordinator
Donna Dunn

13

Virginia film festival features
Cage, Sonny'

13

Searching for last-minute
costumes

14

New releases show wide
range of talent

15

SPORTS

Low

17

Windy w/ Flurries

36

24

Women's soccer game

17

Sunday

Partly Cloudy

39

25

Football preview

17

Monday

Partly Cloudy

50
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MARKET WATCH
A. d dosa or Tumi* OrXtar 30.2002
AMEX

1.64

There will be no
Breeze issue on
this Monday,
November 4.

♦

S4P500

Designer Lead
Catty Medosoh
AdvartMng
Designers
LaahMcCombe
h*-..'l, Kit<:l»"is
James Matansae
Knsty Nkxsoh
Jonnrfor VaUo

aJgfl
SI

Center ring: JMU student
appears on Tough Enough'

Saturday

ADVERTISING STAFF

James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phona: I540|568-6127
Fax:(540)568-6736
E-Mail address: !ne_ tyteieQJmuedu
Breeze Net: http://wwwthebne20.org
Bookkeeper
Receptionist

11

Sister act

close: 1,300 54

MSCMST^^

10

30

15.29 f

Assistant Ads
Manager
Lauren Kjnelski
Advertising
Executives:
Mark Cole
Ashley dobs
MicneUe Heim
RyanFagan
Brandon Pageiow
Neil Sims

9

49
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INFORMATION

Comics

Mostly Cloudy

drunk in publics since Aug.

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday morrvngs and distributed
throughout Jamas Madison Univorsity and the local Harrisonburg community.
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Jeanlne Gapwski. edrttr.
MaJHnartdrses:

8

LEISURE

Friday

A non-student reported damage to

SjuajD MM

Today

dose 805 65
ol

Campus spotlight: How do you
know it's Halloween at JMU?

STYLE

r

nt reported damage to
the ctni&hstie window and alarm
system of their vehicle in R1 lot Oct
27 between 12v45 and 9:53 a.m.

8

Screams on screen

WEATHER

mwz&sax

Non-student, Neil A
Falls Church.was ar
charged with underage possession of
alcohol and possession of ah operating license not of hie own in rfotomac.
Hall Oct. 27 at 4:28 am :

7

SGA poll results sufficient lacts

FOCUS

•EQUAL, (MU's women's rights organization, meets at 6
p.m. in Taylor 303. For more information, e-mail Blu at
imuequal9vahoo.com.
their vehicle in C-4 lot Oct. 26
between 3 and 4 p.m. The rear sliding
window was struck and shattered.

7

Costume choices took turn lor the
worse

Crossword and horoscopes

•Students Against Sweatshops meets at 7:30 p.m. on the
fourth floor of Warren Hall in the airport lounge. Contact
bernliabc with questions.

POLICE LOG

House editorial Annual streakers
capture courage to dash

8.08 f
dose: 882.15

CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost $3.00 for the first 10 words. $2 lor each
additional 10 words, boxed classified. $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday lor Monday issue, noon
Tuesday (or Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office.

T

T

56 E Wolf* SI
■ Kline's

Buy One Combo Meat

Downfown: 433-3917

Get Second
Hair Off!

/ill. iJiMr

Jlavoroftke
Week:

Pumpkin
Call me. I can help
The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor
You may reach me at 540-438-1000
71 Court Square, Suite B
Harrisonburg

442-7878
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan

ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES

Visa and MasterCard accepted

NO MORE HASSLES!

THURSDAY. OCT.

L
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Elections in five days and counting ..

31, 2002
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"I know I'm going to be
branded a racist. I am
not a racist."

I Politicians gel ready for
this year's elections, which
take place Tuesday.

DAN HUBERT

assistant editor,
the Observer

see story below

•M story tnlew

Bush makes stop on the plains at rally
BY HEATH LOKTIN
RKBKCCA DAVIS

&

The Auburn Plainsman
A massive crowd of
Alabama citizens pressed
toward the many entrances
along the sides of Plainsman
Park last Thursday afternoon
waiting to get into a rally
sponsored by the Alabama
Republican Party.
Republican candidates,
officials and party members
were present, including
Mike
Hubbard,
Mike
Rogers, Bob Riley and Jeff
Sessions. Certainly the most
notable appearance was
IH.KIC by the guest of honor,
United States
President
George W. Bush.
Nearly 20,000 tickets wendistributed for the event,
»nd the park's 4,000 seats
were completely HIM, leaving nearly three times that
number of people standing
on the field.
1 .iV:IT onlookers sat or
stood inside the park for
three hours waiting for the
rally to begin.
As the time drew nearer,
the Aubum University band
played "Eye of the Tiger" and
the fight song and the Auburn
Univtntt] I "inert Choir
sang the alma mater to enter
bjin the spectators.
Nearly everyone rose to
their teet .is the national
anthem was sung to begin
the rally.
The Auburn University
ROTC presented the state
and national flags and the
bald eagle Spirit per, In ,1 on a
handler's arm nearby as
Powell sang.
Hubbard
greeted
the
crowd, inm>duced a number

of state Republican candidates and informed the crowd
that "in just a few minutes, we
will welcome the arrival of ...
the president of (he United
States of America.''
When the president arrived.
Bob Riley came to the stage and
asked the crowd, "Are you
ready to win this?"
Mike
Rogers
then
approached the stage and
introduced the president.
"We brought a friend with
us," Rogers said.
Bush took the stage to a
standing ovation and cries of
"We love you Bush" from mam
crowd members.
"I have the honor to be
the second president to
visit Auburn University,"
Bush said speaking of
Franklin D. Roosevelt's
visit in 1939. "I will start off
by saying, war eagle!"
Ihe crowd responded to
Bush's
greeting
with
Auburn's traditional "war
eagle" cheer.
Bush began his speech by
discussing citizens' "rights
and freedoms" to go to the
polls and vote.
He continued by praising
Riley, Rogers and Sessions.
concentrating on their leadership qualities.
"You have a good slate of
honest people running for
government," Bush said.
"You have to have someone
willing to bring people
together to get something
done for the citizens
Bush continued his speech
by speaking about challenges
facing not only Alabama, but
America as a whole.
"We need to change the leadership in the U.S. Senate," Bush
said as his first challenge.

IKANk DM I \K\Vlhr Auhtim lliiinmw
President George W. Bush speaks to a crowd at Aubum University's Plainsman Park Oct. 24. A rally sponsored by the Alabama
Republican Party featured Republican candidates, officials and party members. Bush was the guest of honor at the event,
which sold nearly 20,000 tickets. Bush began his speech by discussing citizens' "rights and freedoms" to go to the polls and
vote Tuesday, Nov. 5.

Genes in plants using statistics

UW-Waukesha astir over column
BY SCOTT WII MAMS

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

BRIAN O )KKR/ii.iff phrnvnipher
Rebecca W. Doerge speaks on locating and understanding genes In plants using statistic*. Her lecture, presented by the visiting scholars program, took place Oct. 24 In
ISAT 1S9. Doerge Is currently an associate professor at Purdue University.

"Stop the welfare payments
and you'll end the madness,"
wrote assistant editor Dan
Hubert in the latest issue of the
Observer,
University
of
Wisconsin-Waukesha's student newspaper.
Since the column rolled oft
the presses earlier last week,
angry students have demanded
Hubert's expulsion from school
and called for the university to
cut oft funding for the Observer.
Administrators and students,
black and white, say thai
although they support freedom
of the press the\ are insulted h\
Hubert's generalizations about
African-American neighborhoods, parents and fashion.
Dean Brad Stewart said he
plans no disciplinary action,
but he does have an offer for
the young newsman: free
tuition for one of the college's
courses on multiculturalism.
"The purpose of the institution is to combat ignorance,"
Stewart said "We'll find a seat
in the class for him."
Hubert said he has BSQSivod
many positive remarks from

other students But he apologized for making generali/alions about black people. He
said he plans another column in
the twice-monthly Observer to
explain himself. Hubert, who is
white, said he tears tin- incident
has spoiled his chances at running tor puhlk office someday.
"I know I'm going to be
branded I laust." ha said. "1 am
not a rat ist
Edttof in , lucf Lucy Czech
said she would not seek his res
ignation - as some students
requested
although she said
she wishes she had taken time
to cut some of the inflammaton
rhetoric from his column.
"Our paper is supposed to be
the voice of the students," she
said. "Amajority Of the students
were extremely angered by it."
An organisation ol AfricanAmerican students has called a
campus tonim to air issues raised
in me newspaper column.
Of the 2,100 students on
campus
African-Ameticani
and other minorities make up 7
percent, or about 150 students
Some students confiscated
copies of the paper I-nday in an
eftort to stifle the contn»\ers\

But the column reached enough
people to create quite a buzz.
"I was offended. I was
appalled. 1 was shocked, said
Milwaukee freshman Christen
I .ikt who is black.
In his column, which
appears on the ( faffivr editorial page, Hubert calls the suspects "monsters" and adds that
"no federally funded after
school basketball program
could have prevented this."
He also cites a "baggy pants
clothing style associated with
Ihe derelicts and bohemians of
stHirtv," and he charges that
unwed fathers and mothers living on weltare make p<x>r role
mixlels for children.
"Who is gunning down black
people in Milwaukee" Who is
holding the black community in
Milwaukee down?" he continues "The answer is simple:
black people
Freshman Tom Whalen of
Ucsi Allis. who is while, said he
found the newspaper column
offensive in its stereotyping of
Afncan-Ameni mi
"You can't say baggy pants
are to blame " he said. "I wear
bagg\ pants "

Failing student kills three professors, commits suicide in Arizona
Over 20 students witness shootings; buildings evacuated but no explosives found
really bad I lallowivn joke."
Raymond said she realized
A tailing student gunned it wasn't a prank when "I
down three of his nursing pro- heard the gun."
Police identified the gunman
fassoti .« the University of
An/on,i Monday morning, as Robert S. Florcs, 41, a Persian
calmly opening fire on two (■ Gulf War veteran and student at
them in front of a nx>mful of the College of Nursing. Flores
horrified esam-Iakcrs The gun- had failed a pediatric nursing
man then ordered the students class and was struggling in the
out of the classroom and com- critical-care class, according to
I liAiheth Irvin, the university's
mitted suicide.
More than 20 students wit- vice provctl
Police arrived at the campus
nessed two of the shootings,
some of them hiding under throe minutes after the 8:40 a.m.
report
of gunfire and quickly
dtskl while others lied the
fourth-floor classnxim. scn'.im- summoned the bomb squad
jfter I package or backpack was
ingand lobbsttg.
"We wen- taking a critical- discovered under the gunman I
OMe exam We wen' halfway body! A bomb-sniffing dog also
through it." said |ulie Raymond, alerted officers to possible traces
22, a senior nursing student. "I ol explosive-, in Flores' car.
The nursing school and
didn't pa) any attention until he
"toted t.ilkmg He fired shots naarbV buildings wen? evacuat•"id told us all to leave. I ed. I'oli.1 se.mhed into the
thought it was ,i Hike .it tn-t .1 awning but no Bxptoetvei were
BY LYNN SMITH
CO* Angeles Times

found in the building or in
Flores' vehicle
In a late briefing, police said
the suspect was carrying five
handguns and at least 200
rounds of ammunition.
After the shooting, bomb
squad
investigators also
Ordered residents ot the apartment complex where NORM
lived to leave their homes, but
a check of his apartment found
no explosives
A witness told police that
lion's had made I bomb thn'.it
two weeks earlier against the
ColllgC of Nursing, said Tucson
I'oli.vC hid Id.h.ird Miranda.
Ilk' victims wen' identified
as Robin Rogers, 50, who was
shot lie.t and whose body was
discovered in her second-floor
ottiiv in the nursing schixil
building; Barbara Monnx1, 45,
shot thnx- times in the Inint of
Ihe classrtxim; and Cheryl

McGaffic, 44, the final victim,
shot thnv linn-, in the nxar of
the rtxim. All thnv were' associate professors of nursing.

-66I thought it was a joke
at first, a really bad
Halloween joke.
—Julie Raymond
senior nursing student.
University of Arizona

—99
McGaffic "was a spiritual
person." said Megan Fernow,
21, a nursing student "At student orientation this year, she
Hid if you have a problem in
spiriliulitwome to me."

I tndM) Idwards. 21, a DM
chology major, was watting for
a shuttle hus when she siu |
crying student run out of the
building. The student said two
professors had been shot
Fdwards said witnesses told her
that some of the critical-care students wift so upset that they
were throwing up
Joe Brink, manager of the
apartment complex, said that
Flores never had a harsh
word to s,i\ about anvone
and was easily rccogni/ed as
the DWn«T Ol a Great Dane he
walked each morning.
Brink said I -'lores' 15-yearold daughter and 10-year-old
si>n visited during the summer
and tm weekends, and that he
never saw anv firearms when he
Wai inside Pfaras' apartment
I enjoyed talking with him
\ei\ much," the manager Said
"He was alwavs concerned

about mv health He WSS concerned sboul everybody
Miranda said that Flores had
.■rested his viehms
it s too soon to say why he
committed this terrible deed.'
Miranda said "We have determined that there are many
isssues in Mr. Flores' life, all of
which SIC I t.utoi
Miranda said that in April
someone from the university
had "made ,i report to the
police about I lores, saving he
was depressed and might <\o
something to harm others. The
chief declined to elaborate
I >< scribing the scene in
Koom 4<»7, nursing student
Diana Lugo, 22. told the
Arizona Daily Slur: "He walked
in .\\K\ SSld to the first professor. Here's a lesson in spirituality,' then he said, Make
peace with your maker,' and
then he shot her."
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hecrdwd be
remembered!

This is the LAST chance to get in the
2003 Bluestone!

November 5,6 &12
10 a.m. -3 p.m. Taylor 405
November 13
10 a.m.- 3 p.m. Taylor 202
Cash and Checks accepted.
$8 sitting fee
Yearbooks are free at the end of the year, but quantities are limited!
Seniors: Forgot to return the card you received over the
summer? You can still get your picture taken!
Questions? Call Sally at 568-6541
or email <thc_blucstonc@jmu.edu>
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Panel denounces possible war with Iraq
PANEL, from page 1

sons why he thinks U.S. military action .ic.iinst Iraq should
not be taken. "We reject the
idea that God can bless a
war," he said "It is a true
.rime against everything
human and good. When we
n-.irt to war, the good that we
achieve must be bigger than
the evil the war will cause."
According to Grace, war
never promotes "peace, common good or order." He said
Iraq does not meet the criteria of
a just and necessary war in selfdefense because we do not
know the nature of the threat.
Mills' presentation reflected similar concerns. "U.S.
policy has no basis, no tangible enemy," he said. "Saying
that 'terrorism' is our enemy
only allows us to ignore lht
actual causes of conflict." He

added that any real threat is
highly unlikely and highly
unproven by the Bush
administration.

-ii
It's an absolute
disgrace to the
university when the
'debate'lacked
objectivity...
— Hunter Aaen
student

95
Mills
also
discussed
President George W. Bush's

national security strategy of
"aggressive unilateralism/'
He said Bush has assigned the
title of "enemy" to almost
anyone and has created a new
policy of "anti-worldism."
Mills s.nd the administration
is not accepting of multilateralism and the Rule of Law
and that U.S policy is hypocritical and addicted to oil.
"Global
good
will
be
destroyed by Bush administration policy and global tensions will increase," he said.
"They are calling for global
absolute superior primacy.
What if a country would do
whatever they deemed necessary to root out terrorism?"
Ahmed shared the belief
that full-out attack on Iraq
would be counterproductive.
"There are other alternative
courses to take that won't

have the same consequences
as war," he said. "A full-out
attack might jeopardize our
economy's slow recovery
since Sept 11 (2001) and cost
us even greater."
"A war will lead to more
frustration," Ahmed said,
speaking from the perspective
of Muslims around the world.
"The |United States] will lose
sympathy in the world and
friends in the world."
After each gave anti-war
perspectives, the panelists
came under fire during the
question-and-answer period. "Who was to speak on
behalf of war?" student
Hunter Aagn asked. Mills
answered, "We already see
enough of that viewpoint in
the media, and we all know
already what the pro-war
arguments are."

Aagn disagreed. "It's an
absolute disgrace to the university when the 'debate'
lacked objectivity and no
professors said a word in
support of invading Iraq."
According
to
Mills,
"When we were discussing
the idea for this panel debate
we attempted to find somebody to speak on behalf of
the pro-war side. But we
couldn't find an individual to
speak, and I think that really
tells you something."
Other students, including
junior Christy Willing, were
more approving of the discussion "It really was an excellent
discussion,"
she
said.
"Phenomenal
points
and
incredible information were
brought up by all of them and it
really made for an intriguing
and coherent discussion."

South African justice discussed Students invited

SOUTH, from page 1

undifferentiated thinking can
become a problem as well, he
said. According to Gabbin, the
tendency toward homogenization presents a concern. Gabbin
said this is the stereotypical
belief that all people from a
given country act in one manner
or have only one set of beliefs.
Gabbin said, "What I mean is
■ tendency to see other groups as
other people and as homogeneities, not being able to distinguish between people. They only
see things as opposing categories,
good and evil, black and white
"Many problems unfortunately are multidimensional
and involve continuous opposition. By talking in dichotomous
terms, it is easy to become a victim of our own propaganda."
lastly, Ciabbin said there is a
problem with oversimplified
notions of causation, "just
because you give a name to a disease doesn't mean that you know
anything about it." he said.
Gabbin touched on some of
the contrasting styles of Malcolm
X's "fight violence with vio-

lence" and Martin Luther King
Jr.'s civil disobedience. "There
were policies that existed (in the
United States] that were unt.iir
and unjust, yet solved in a way
that did not have to maximize
violence. That is my interest in
South Africa," Gabbin said.
According to Gabbin, the
Truth
and
Reconciliation
Commission in South Africa tries
to overcome the conflict and
visions of the past and "the commissions of justice are to promote
national unity." The attempt to
fulfill this vision is through four
objectives: painting a picture of
the human rights violations that
took place between 1960- '93,
establishing amnesty for individuals aiming forward to fully disclose the violations that they
committed, making known the
whereabouts of victims and compiling a complete record of what
took place and list ways in which
to prevent such atrocities from
happening again.
Gabbin also focused on affirmative action by pushing for
giving equal people equal
opportunities from a wide vari-

ety of areas. He called upon the
m-.tituiions to show that they
effectively made an effort
toward equal opportunity.
"You have an affirmative
responsibility to see that everyone
has a fair chance at it," Gabbin said.

-6 6
They only see things as
opposing categories,
good and evil...
— Alexander Gabbin
professor

9)
Gabbin closed by urging the
audience to take a responsibility
to ensure that the next generations would inherit a world as
good as — if not better than —
the one that currently exists.
"1 always like to hear things
from a first person point of view
and Dr. Gabbin was eloquently
passionate about telling things
from the way that he saw it,"
freshman Allan Kravetz said.

to attend seminar
STUDENTS, from page 1

Creative Circus in Atlanta,
one of the top four advertising
agencies in the United States,
according to Bolting.
He now works for Bozell
in New York. Some of his
accomplishments include the
radio ads for the "Got Milk"
campaign, the Bank of
America campaign and the
New York Times print campaign, which recently was
named one of the world's
best at Cannes, an international advertising festival.
Hulling said, adding that he
has worked on all forms of
major media, including print,
radio and television.
Over the past two years
Holloway has spoken at JMU
three times, hired two JMU
graduates at his company and
currently counsels 10 other
IML students via e-mail,
phone and in-person meetings.
"His advice will be invalu-

able," Bolfing said I IMOJ
hope to see a lot of students at
the seminar."
Registration forms are
available on the Web at
www.imu.edu/markeling or in
Zane Showker 533. Anyone
can register from now until
the
seminar
starts
on
Saturday morning.
Payments by check and
credit card are accepted until
Saturday morning, when
students may pay only by
credit card.
"It seems like a lot of
money at first, but this man
is taking time from his work
to come down here and
speak to us," senior Leigh
Giblin said. "I'm sure everyone will walk away with
beneficial information that
you can't just get in a regular class."
For more information, visit
the marketing Web site or call
Bolfing at X8-3036.
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Races raise
money for
children's
hospitals
RACES, from page 1

Shriners Hospitals for Children
For both races, BWlfdB wffl
be given to the top three mak'
and female overall finishers
and to the top three finishers in
specific age divisions.
Walton said that last year.
320 runners competed in the
event, but he said he is hoping
for a much larger turnout this
year. Eventually the intention is
n lht race to develop into a
major competition in the vallev
and have entry numbers
between I,IKK) and 2,000.
Walton said.
"The 10 miler is a pretty
challenging course," said
Rinker, who said she also is
planning on running the 5K.
Kinker said she thinks the race
is a worthy cause and she
hopes that participation in the
valley will continue to grow.
Walton said interested persons can register at uwrw.runuiashingtott.com, at the Runners

Comer (located downtown on
South Main Street), at any
Chevrolet dealer or at the
Convocation Center on race
day beginning at 9 a.m.

Oh my!
My Breeze
is missing!
Don't worry,
even though
there is no
Breeze
Monday, we'll
be back soon.
See you
Thursday!
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VISIT CAM ROOMS
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Olde Mill Village

open 7 days a week

433.9181

Cheap Nights at Acme
Acme VideO Use This Coupon For
Rent I, Get 1 Free

"It's more laid-back over here...and
you can't beat the price and location."
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease.
*****

Sunday-Thursday Only Exp 11/07/02

7IBKT

"This is great! This is definitely a
best kept secret'."

Wt. 33 East
(mmt to Wmndys, mroii from Pmrfo'm)

-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village

Junple *rleasures L^afi
GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Now Open for Dinner
Friday & Saturday

*****

Free ethernet, cable, and
phone service in each room!
Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year.

New Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11-5
Fri&Sat 11-9

Office hours: 9 am-12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday,
10 am 2 pm Saturday

Fresh Baked Breads & Goodies
Homemade Soup & Salads
Care Packages
Catering for all Occasions
498 fctonfc >iW.
/'irrau/nvn Komvo

.V,4-29Sfi

11 ASouthAve.
432-9502
www.oldemillvillaje.com
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Spend +Ke 5prfn3 2001- Semester in V/^Ki'ng+w D.C.

WASHINGTON* SEMESTER
TTi

For more information...
• Earn a full semester's worth of
JMU Political Science credit.

• Take internship
(4-6 credits)
plus 3-4 classes.

• Live in JMU-arranged
housing located on
Capitol Hill

Interested?
Informational Meeting
Tuesday, November 5
Maury G1
5:30-6:30pm

IIIMMIMI

Political Science Office
Maury 118
568-6149

IMHHIM
Web Page:
www.jmu.edu/polisci/wash.htm

Early adntofto dezdr,*e November HftKB!
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Costume choices
take turn for worse
stick." However, this was no
ordinary popsicle stick. It was
a work of perfection, carved
from the finest tree in an even
finer far and exotic land. While
the judges were intruiged by
the werewolf carpenter and an
equally strong cigarette, they
were overwhelmed by the
mystery of the popsicle stick
ear. Although the wolf had
a cool hammer and some
nice nails — the kind you
would buy from Lowes —
and the cigarette had a filter
that was spray painted on, it
was the decorative popsicle
stick ear that claimed the
throne and received the $20
discount
to
Bammy's
Candlesticks and Twigs.

/ remember when a
person could dress up
in a mailman outfit
and get just about
eight and half liters of
candy in a pillowcase.

I never knew Halloween to
be this ridiculous. Kids dressing up as carpenters? Seriously
though, who is giving these
children candy and why are
they doing it. If a kid came up
to my door dressed as a cigarette I probably just would give
him nothing. There has to be
some sort of law against this. In
fact, I think this is almost .is
bad as cell phones, or JMU
advising — but hey, I guess
these times are a-changin'.
Throughout my noteworthy
research at the mall, 1 believed
there are two conclusions that
have come about that we must
take into great consideration.
Conclusion one: Sean Connery
should not be taken seriously in
anything he does. By saying
such absurd phrases as "You're
the man now, dog" in the movie
"Finding Forrester" and the fact
that he talks in a "funny voice,"
he has lost all my respect and
should be held in high disregard
set COSTUME, page 8
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A "thanks-tor-making-1 .enFd-biology-as interesting-as-possible" pat to mv
GSCI 103 professor
Sent in by a slackin iiiiuvi ,rho. ttt^pitc
>pi>rting a very low t<s/ aivragc in yiiur CMNl
appreciate* your miiomnm tmi MMgf -iitseof
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and printed on a
available basis
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and do run nrt i\\anl\ nth; t the truth.

column, below

So, October has begun and
brought Fall along for the ride
— nice, crisp autumn complete with changing colors,
pumpkin pie, cold weather
Hid, of course, the lovable
Hallow's Eve. Personally, I
always had liked to call it
"Halloweeny,"
"Scallow's
Team" and sometimes even
"That Day" (when I *elt inventive, or on Tuesdays) until one
day in third grade.
It was D.A.R.E. day and
McGruff the Crime Dog was at
school showing us his displays of heroine, cocaine and
angel dust. Instead of paying
attention, I was busy bragging
to Jenny about how I was
going to be a wizard with a
beard for "Halloweeny." Upon
overhearing this, Crime Dog
completely stopped his presentation on how to light a
crack pipe and pointed at me
living in dog language, "No
little boy, it's Halloween — not
Halloweeny." Everyone in the
class laughed and although I
was quite humiliated, my derivation of strange words
ceased to exist, and I luckily
was spared from any future
embarrassment.
But that's not what I'm getting at here. You see, I always
had thought of Halloween costumes, you know, being something creative — like you would
have seen back in the day —
something like "Scary Skeleton"
or "Bones Jangles." 1 remember
when a person could dress up in
a mailman outfit and get just
about right and a half liters of
candy in a pillowcase. Although
last time I dressed up for
Halloween 1 got kicks to the
groin in place of delectable
treats, I noticed a big difference
in the outfits of the present.
Nowadays, kids are dressing up in an increasingly
weirder fashion. Last year for
instance, while browsing a
local strip mall in (insert some
place I have a vague recollection of) I noticed the unmistakable signs of a Halloween costume contest. Upon arriving at
the scene, I observed a number
of crazy ensembles such as a
giant cigarette and a werewolf
carpenter. But there was one
costume that caught my attention. It was a child with a popsicle stick in his ear. Now, I
know what you're thinking:
"Well, it's only a popsicle

X,

Edltoi

senior
<M

EDITORIAL

while in other cultures, nude
beaches are as common and
unexciting as sidewalks.
Our extreme modesty certainly is not a condition with
which we're bom Small children usually have no problem
running around in their birthday suits. Dogs and squirrels
run naked on the Quad all the
time They even have the nerve
to sit there naked between
classes. If a college student ran
naked on the Quad collecting
nuts and catching frisbees,
we'd either put him behind
bars or in a straight jacket — all
the while slightly jealous that
he had the guts to do something like that rather than us
There's something liberating, freeing and completely
frightening about the thought
of being naked in public. It's
scary enough that there hardly
is a person alive who can say
they haven't dreamt at least
once in their lifetime about forgetting to put clothes on resulting in appearing naked in front
of a group of people.
Maybe it's that it's illegal.
Maybe it's that our culture tells
us its wrong. Maybe it brings
us back to our childhood.
Maybe it's a combination of
factors. Whereever the thrill
comes from, it's certain that it
takes a set amount of courage
to overcome it. Whatever the
secret to conquering that fear is,
Thursday's unfettered 15 certainly "uncovered" it.

JESSON ZAFAR

*M house editorial, below

Annual streakers capture courage to dash
It's 11 p.m. on a regular
Thursday. Crowds of students are lined up along the
Quad in anxious anticipation.
IVopk- are whispering, "Do
you really think they're going
to do it?" Excited students
elbow and nudge themselves
to the front to get a better
shot of the action. Then, all of
the sudden 15 students are
seen running down the grass
toting Cuban cigars and the
tags from mattresses that say,
"Do not remove." The crowd
does not go wild.
According to the Oct. 28
issue of Thr Breeze, "Hundreds
of students gathered along the
sides of the Quad to enjoy a
rambunctious 30 minutes of
nudity, cheers, ..im.-ras and
water balloons." What is it
about being naked that puts 15
people on the verge of being
arrested and lines up hundreds
of students to watch it happen?
The legality of the issue can
only be part of the thrill. There
are many other illegal things
that don't excite people to run
down the Quad and certainly
don't inspire people to group
together in the dark on a
Thursday night when they
could be anywhere else.
In our culture, nudity can
make us giggle like school girls
I >r ,u ert our eyes in embarrassment. Witnessing an act like
breast feeding, a natural part of
mothering, CHI make people
feel awkward in public settings
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"Nowadays, kids are dressing up in
an increasingly weirder fashion ..."

'Our extreme modesty certainly
is not a condition with which
we're born."

OPINION
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Dart...
An "are-you-country-musu -i.ins-,>i-)iistskanks-in-tight-ie.ins-.ind -iowboy-hals?"
dart to the girls who couldn't just may I'hil
Vassar s great concert Friday night, but liad
to jump up on stage .in.l do the boot-y
scootin boogie with him
.nul his hand and about everything aha on stage, short of

the microphone pota

Dart...
A "thanks-for-smashing-into-my-new-car"
dart to the drunken hit-and-run driver in a visitor lot Friday night
Sent in by a '97 grad u<ho hopes someone will fv
rrsporisiNr' enough to turn in the offender.

Pat...
A "thank-you-for<reating-me-for-a-personal-relationship-with-you" pat to God who
demonstrates his love for us by sending his son.
Jesus, to die on the cross for our sins.
From an unworthy junior who doesn't like
religion but loves his relationship with the creator of the universe.

From a Ian of Ihc mu-u IWK> dkln't appreciate tlie way yim uvre dtyrmlm^ tin* NMflf and
Ihc female gciida m ,

Pat...
A "lhanks-tor-the-nighlh--strip-show•"
pal to the residents .it .1 certain thirdMoor .ip.irtm.-nt
s 11! m hi -,(»/,- hgWy cnlcrliiini-,1 minors
from IIITINS llie parking lot iWie think tlitil yi'ii
ylmuld consider < U*.mg your blinds

Dart...
A "tww-stCTKh-is-enough" dart to the drunk-o
who vomited in our stairwell this weekend.
Sent in by three juniors who now have to hold
their breath when tttey leave their apartment not only
because of the dog food stench but because of your
fietnous chunks.
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"When the guy who
wears chainmail
- ~M suddenly fits in."

31,2002

OrmnN

"When the skimpy
party clothes are
"^ij| replaced by the even
skimpier CCetumes."
^-

Stephanie Hossfield
sophomore, music education

Matthew Downey
senior, math

"When I find pieces of
\hetic cobwebs
in the food I buy."

"Wi<7i the people at
Pukes start dressing
funnier than usual."
\SPOTLIQHT J

m

I

Ben Strohm
* "cCUO^^^,***^,

xtAfx

his,

Rachel F.isley
sophomore, art history

Topic: How do you know it's Halloween at JMU?
FROM THE WIRE

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Public records on web violates privacy
Many problems can occur
when new and updated technology is introduced. The court
systems of the United States
have seen such problems with
the Internet and open access to
public records.
In the past, open access
meant going to a courthouse to
gather information. Now, with
many courts streamlining workloads, court cases are on the
Internet. Anyone with access to
the Internet can get this information. Many issues of privacy,
retaliatory actions and identity
theft have come to the forefront
because of the unlimited access
to public records.
These cases contain large
amounts of information that an?
sensitive, including Social
Security numbers, names and
addresses of witnesses and
jurors and allegations of domestic violence. The federal court
system has decided to put civil
and bankruptcy cases online
without personal information
such as Social Security numbers,
birth dates and names of
minors, according to The New
York Times. States need to follow
suit by limiting personal information in state, county and city
court cases.
Many critics argue that once
the government is allowed to
limit access to information, it
will limit access to records offline for alternative motives.
'Tm deeply suspicious of anyone tinkering with open access
records laws because they're

usually doing it for a MM
self-serving reason," said
Timothy Smith, director of the
Ohio Center for Privacy and
the First Amendment at Kent
State University in a New York
Times article.
While it is a valid point to
be leery of the government
limiting open access bcCMIM
of ideas such as freedom of the
press, which would include
the ability to access information, the issue of privacy and
personal safety is a more
pressing issue to solve.
It is not impossible to
believe that some government officials may us*' this
issue as an excuse for limiting
the press' access to other public information, such as information covered in Texas'
Public Information Act. The
act allows information such
as past criminal histories to
be posted about government
employees. The public has
entrusted a certain amount of
faith in its legislators to not
abuse their power. To protect
against such abuses, the public needs to be knowledgeable
and informed about the measures its legislators are taking.
One of the greatest concerns
about online open access to
public records is identity theft
and all the problems that are
caused by it. "Some courts
delete obviously sensitive data
such as Social Security numbers, but one could also find
bank account numbers and a

person's name and address, cern is the idea of information
information that could help an from divorce proceedings,
identity thief," according to The including lists of assets, names
Associated Press. There have of children and even layouts of
been many honor stories about homes put divorced women at
a person's information being risk for stalkers.
"People don't have good
taken from records of minor
court proceedings, including intentions, and the county is
something as common as laying a road map for them,"
divorce cases. Another horror said
Randal
Bloch,
a
story is when an online thief Cincinnati divorce lawyer, in
opens credit cards in a person's The New York Times. "It goes
name, leaving them with the beyond stolen identity. It
debt and hassle of working to speaks of personal safety."
clean up the mess of all that
In the New Jersey law Journal,
results from an identity theft. Grayson Barber offers an idea
An example of this is when of what information should be
"someone used the (Hamilton deleted from open access
County court's Web) site to get, records. These include "income
the general
manager of and business tax returns;
Cincinnati's hockey arena, hm names, addresses or telephone
Moehring's Social Security numbers of sexual assault and
number and other personal domestic violence victims M
details from a 19% traffic Ikket, well as witnesses, informants
opening seven credit cards in and potential or sworn jurors in
his name and charging criminal cases; medical and
$11,000," according to The New mental health records; and
York Times. By limiting the trade secrets and other intellecinformation placed in open tual property." This type of
records, states could decrease information puts people at risk
instances like this
for serious dangers and conseAnother concern of open quences if they fall in the
access is the vulnerability of hands of people with evil
victims, witnesses and jurors intentions.
to retaliation from criminals
States, as well as other court
or potentially becoming systems, need to create clear
another victim for another and concise rules and procepredator. It is not a far stretch dures for limiting dangerous
of the imagination to see the information from online public
predictable dangers to these records. It is an issue of privacy
people if the information is and personal safety.
Bneanne Porter is a columnist
readily available to anyone
for The Battalion, the newspaper
with access to Ihe Internet.
A continuation of this con- of Texas A&M university.

breezeopinion @hotmail. com
You know the drill.

SGA poll results
sufficient facts
To the Editor
In response to your Oct.
28 house editorial criticizing
the Student Government
Association's use of a survey
that sampled 974 JMU students, I think you may want
to consider attending whatever statistics class the editors advocate sending the
SGA members to.
On the simplest, most basic
level, there is little* fundamental
relationship between the simple size and its proportion to
the population from which it's
drawn. I don't know if the
SGA took a randomized sample of JMU students or if they
made an effort to ensun' ih.it I
representative sample was collected in a methodologically
sound manner. I was not
involved in this research. But if
they did, any undergraduate
statistics student should be able
to tell you that with an "N" of
9/4, an individual finding such
as (percent support vs. percent
oppose) would provide readers
with an accurate 95 percent

confidence interval. Check any
research method text or social
statistics book. Population size
does not affect sample size
unless the population is small,
which JMU's population is not.
Assuming a randomized, probabilitv-based sample, that is
representative of the population from which it's drawn, the
same confidence levels, intervals, and genera I izability
would be obtained from a survey of 974 JMU students, as it
would be from a randomized
sample of 974 residents from
the City of HarrLsonburg or
from a probability-based sample i»t 474 persons from the
entire State of Virginia.
Unfortunately, the house
editorial perpetuates a harmful misconception. The statistically flawed argument only
contributes to an already
siressiul and difficult time. I
hope the upcoming budget
constraints don't cut too
deeply into campus statistics
courses. Especially now that
so many people, obviously,
nevci them.
Paul Shapiro
department of
sociology/anthropology

Costume changes
COSTUME, from pa$c 7
because I said so — and don't
forget, we believe everything
that's in the paper.
Conclusion two: I hate to
see the future of our country
being handed over to a bunch
of cigarette wearin', werewolf
carpenter bein', no good
youngsters. Face it, it isn't
pleasant whatsoever to picture
yourself being lead by kids
demanding candy with no costume taste. So I urge you to go
out this Halloween and repre-

sent VOW era no matter how
old and ridiculous you look.
Reclaim the throne of costume
creativity by dressing up as the
lactose-intolerant milkman, an
illiterate mummy or a badly
burned roast. Not only will
you reap the candy benefits by
jumping little kids and their
precious pillowcases, but you
also will earn your dignity as
well. Help us get our country
back. Trickor-treat.
\esson Zafar is a senior
CIS major.

DON'T TAKE CANDY FROM STRANGERS
You always know what you will get with

In real estate the 3 words are LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION,
but in TATTOOS & PIERCING there is only 1 word:

SOS Advertising

REPUTATION,

CUSTOM PRINTED EVERYTHING
Owned & Operated by JMU students and alumni

and that is what the staff of Painted Lady Tattoo &
Piercing have established in the last 5 years!

T-shirts, pens, magnets, shot glasses, and morel

Within walking distance from campus
442-9226 110 West Grace Street

Massanutten Resort

SKI FOR FREE!
Now hiring for Ski Season
(December through March)
Lilt Attendants, Snow Tubing Attendants, Rental Shop
Attendants, Instructors, Cashiers, Telephone
Operators, Retail Shop, and Food Service
Free Mid-Week Skiing, Rental Equipment, and Lessons lor Working Only 20 Hours Per Week
Stop by the Ski Office Mon-Fri 8 30 am to 4:30 pm to till out an application.

289-4954

A REPUTATION for clean work in a professional,
sterile environment at a fair price.
A REPUTATION for a friendly, experienced, and
knowledgeable staff.
A REPUTATION for stability-while other shops
have come and gone, Painted Lady has stood the
test of time.

REPUTATION-there is NO SUBSTITUTE!

(Pointed' Xody Dottoo

_,¥»

Swvng Hanisonburg S
James Madison Unrvwsity
'. | ,'-■ Ma n.-ivil-r,-","/
702 E Market St

<™433-PAPA
*M33-7272

200 {South' ^Ave.
c=Horxiioni7uxq
433-5612 J

onoan PIZZA

ONLINE!

www.papaiohnt.com

Better Ingredients,
Better I'i/v.i

Call for monthly Anniversary Specials
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Seth Casana

THC RECENT GANG
reooRr AT 6J6
STATE wJii/osiTY

EWPEO TODAY AT
A PRESS CoNFePE^C
W£L0 BY " THE E66S.'

I RCflLI-zf P THAT OUR WHolE
OPERATION WAS JUST OWE BIG
FALLACY. D9NG FoGee AS A
PERSUASION root IS SIMPLY"
NOT RATIONAL Jvi

IF 'THE PSC8' ARE REAUV'AU.
THAT" To THE DECREE THAT
ur PURFbRTTO If, UC SHOULD
BE ABLE TO <JET PEOPLE'S rtoWEV
THROUGH UC^iTlhMTE MCANS. J

WHICH IS UHY WE FbRnCO THE"
%$0 CHAPTER OF THE- FUTURE
INSURANT SALESPERSONS OF
AMERICA-

SENJOR JUEVOS

Drink to That

Patrick Bredland

The Black Student Alliance of
Virginia Tech presents
Now Booking
Holiday Parties ~~
6 After Hours Parties
Private Banquest Rooms

Call 540-442-8550

\\\\^nii\lHm
Now Open
Port Republic Rd and 1-81
Formerly Shenandoah Grille

YELLOW CAB

CAM'RON
N.O.R.E.

M.O.P

• Radio Dispatched
• Service lo all major airports
1

Wheelchair accessible vehicles

•Prompt, Courteous Service*

24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available

ANNOYING HEADACHES?
CALL NOW ABOUT A
HEADACHE RESEARCH STUDY

DIPLOMAT RECORDS & THUGGED OUT ENT.
EMta

TJHUTJIM3

■ in

[ Men and Women, age IS In 6S years, are needed to parlicapate in a headache research study.
iThis study lests an investigational use of a marketed drug for the treatment of moderale or
[severe headaches Participants must:
• Have had I to 6 moderate or severe headaches per month for the last 6 months
► Have ;ii least a one year history of headaches drat interfere with their ahility lo work or enjoy life
■lave never been diagnosed with migraine headaches by a medical doctor
or more information about this study, please contact
cnandoah Valley Neurological .Vssociates. Robert McMahon MI) at 540-433-9480

Tickets on Sale Now!
1.800.843.0332

ALSO PERFORMING LIVE NAAM BRIGADE

in
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
Today's Birthday (Oct 31). Friends want to help, but they may not have the best advice this year. Don't
follow the crowd it they're making a big mistake. This is most likely to happen where money is involved.
You're favored to have the best common sense among those your group. Be a leader, not a follower.

Arias March 21 -April 19
Today is a 5 - If anything can go wrong
I now, the odds are good that it will. What
that tell you about checking facts and
* does
r.viiu INK letters for typos?

Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22
Tod
_T
»y i» « 5 - Gather more information
AT A before you make your final decision. It
won't hurt to wait. If you ask for what you
think you want now, the answer is moat
likely to be "no."

fib

Taurus April 20-May 20
—» , Today is an 8 - The decisions begin to
^■Bu become obvious, though not all are easy.
oW Ball llghUllhlg may be required. Set aside
distracting fantasies but not your goals or
vour faith.

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21

Gemini May 21-June 21

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Today is a s It s usually a good idea to
I think about what you're going to say
1
before you say it. This can get you into
I iimI circles, and it's a good idea to practice this at work for the next few weeks.

JK;

Cancer June 22-July 22
Today is an 8 - Advise a loved one not to
spend a great deal of money now. It won't
' be long before you figure out a much better
way to proceed.

Leo July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 5 - Spend whatever you can
|^^J scrape together on domestic costs, not on a
^ML favonte cause. This time it will work best
"
Mo put your own needs first.

Virgo Aug. 23-Sept. 22

I Today is an 8 - Plans you've been formulat: ing are starting to take shape. You'll soon
visualize them more clearly. What you see is
what you get.

, Today is a 5 - You've waited just about long
.^W*| enough. If you don't say something now,
•■■jL the moment will be part. If that might actually be better, wait a day or two longer.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
_£. Today is an 8 - Travel is messed up again.
"|fe Deliveries are apt to be delayed, too. Work
gBjT on your lists and strategies, but don't bother with reaching conclusions yet.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
jh^L Today is a 6 - Ongoing changes cause disjr ruptions, but you can power through them.
Ir \ A dream takes a hit, but don't give it up.
Show the skeptic that your faith is stronger.

Places Feb. 19-March20

R Today is an 8 - The worst of the confusion
Today is an 8 - New inhumation makes old
should be over by now, even though all is
hi hni'logy obsolete, so stop doing the job the
not quite settled down. Walk away from
I hard way With a little more investigation,
something you don't need any longer, and
i mi infill save a lot of time and trouble.
toward something that'll work better.
—Tribune Media Services

RTTGTOTRM

NOAH!
LOR EM
ASS A|N1
Solutions to
Last Issue's Puzzle

BEIB

Ellis

ACROSS
1 Tiered bric-abrac shelves
8 Render unnecessary
15 Session musicians
16 Walter of "The
Westerner"
17 Mike or Helmut
18 Engaging In
merry pranks
19 Scrimp
20 The Lord of
the Rings," e.g.
22 Deface
23 Dweeb
25 Serving perfectly
26 Palm starch
27 Algonquian language
28 Party faction
29 Gluts
30 Putting to the
test
32 Deceivers
33 Elongated,
scaleless
marine fish

35 Powerful
38 Countrified
42 Harass relentlessly
43 Electrical cable
44 Principal
church area
45 Charitable
donation
46 Trite
47 Olympic diving
champ
Louganis
48 Pirate's drink
49 Mixes
51 Bikini part
52 Tenant fanner
54 Winter craft
56 Devour with
greed
57 Golfer Curtis
58 Teased
59 Sleeping sickness carriers

Dr^lYlHj^Mfyirf
•Individually Leased 4 Bedroom, 4 Bath
Luxury Apartments
•Awesome Pool and Sunbathing Area
•Phenomenal Fitness Center on Site
•State of the Art Clubhouse
featuring a Wide Screen TV and
High Tech Stereo System
'Superior Service

DOWN
1 Intrinsic nature
2 Hearts and
watches
3 Clings
4 Highly valued
person
5 Radiate
6 Sketching once
again
7 Alluring
8 Rectangular
9 Fort , NC
10 Selfsame
11 Squid's defense
12 Liven up
13 Woodland
songbird
14 Occupy completely
21 Tarrying
24 Church leaders
26 Young tree
29 Tallow base
31 " Cassius
has a lean and
hungry look"
32 Reverses an
option
34 Advocate of

country life
35 Hone
36 Part of TNT
37 Search thoroughly
39 Old-fashioned
copies
40 Middle of the
road
41 Pope's emissaries
43 Wished for
46 Self-indulgent
spree
49 Type of loamy
fertilizer
50 Withered
53 Turf
55 Belfry occupant, perhaps

Focus
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Horror flicks keep audiences coming back for more thrills, chills
Story by senior writer Kyra Papaf il • Art by senior artist Seth Casana
t They make skin crawl and provoke nail-biting
I fear People have been known to scream in ter! ror and jump at the verv sight of them. Not
because the American public is paranoid, but in
the words of "Scream's" Skeet Ulrich, "Because
the movies make us do it."
Even though they are "just movies," scary films are a
behavior trigger. They have a way of planting visual
images in the brain that skew one's perspective on how
they see the world. Slasher films like "Halloween" or
"Texas Chainsaw Massacre" gave new definitions to the
uses of chain saws, meat cleavers and masks. No longer
could a viewer hear the grinding sounds of a chain saw
without thinking of "I.eatherface."
junior Amanda Dean said, "After watching 'Scream,' I
always close the blinds, lock all doors and carry the cell with
me at all times, so when some person tries to cut my phone
line I'll always have my cell to use."
Then there are the more suspenseful thrillers like "The
Blair Witch Project" or "Psycho" that create an excited state
of uncertainty for many viewers.
lunior John Hongan said, "1 try hard not to think about
scary movies, but anytime that I am in the woods at night, I
can't help but think of The Blair Witch Pnikvt
What is it about these flicks that keep audiences aiming
back for more? Why do they enjoy the blixxJ and guts of it all?
"I love how scary movies try to mess with your mind," junior Brett Sterlacci said. "For example, the music implies something scary is going to happen, but then it's nothing, but then
it scares you when you don't expect it a few minutes later."
Senior Brad Franklin said, "I'd say people go back to see
scary movies for the adrenaline rush, to be able to just be
s< anil It takes a lot for a movie to scare me, and it's got to be
gixxi if I'm going to be anywhere close to scared."
There are those few movies that are so good, so creepy, so
bi/arre that the line between reality and the tormented world
of the dead seems to dissolve
In the months leading up to and immediately following the release of the "Poltergeist" movies, four
in.inu1u.ils closely ti.-.l to the movie unexpectedly
died from unusual causes, according to UWUUDHhnexom Dominque Dunne, who played eldest
daughter Dana Freeling. ttttd in the hospital five
davs after being strangled by her boyfriend
Heather CfRourke (Carol Anne Freeling) died of an intestinal Moi kage that ruptured at the age of 12. Will Sampson, who
performed an exorcism on the set of "Poltergeist II," died of
11 implications from a heart and lung transplant. Also following the filming of "Poltergeist II," Julian Beck died after a
long battle with stomach cancer.
Poltergeist" wasn't the only 1970S movie where the unexpl.nn.ibk- started to occur. "The Exorcist." which was nominated for 10 Academy Awards in 1973, had a lot of coincidental events that didn't happen on film During the produc-

•

tion, the set burnt down and filming stopped for six weeks, according to a BBC documentary on "The Exorcist" that aired in 1998. Also
during filming Jason Miller, who portrayed Father Karras, went to a
restaurant that was frequented by priests and was approached by a
priest who gave him a medallion to keep away the evil spirits. A few
days later, the priest died.
There were several special effects unique to "The Exorcist"
such as the fact that Regin's vomit was made of pea soup and her
bedroom actually was frozen to get the misty breath effect. For
Regin's voice, the actor ate raw eggs and smoked cigarettes to get
the throaty harsh-demonic sounaV
Sophomore Pat McNeil said, "I wanted to go straight to
church after 1 saw 'The Exorcist."*
junior Mike Fink said, "The whole revolving head thing and the
skull flashing on the screen when that guy was coming out of the
tunnel in The Exorcist' scared the shit out of me."
Even as children, images from scary movies can be
impressed in the mind. The mystery that remains is why these
movies stay with us into adulthood. "When I was five I saw
(Alfred) Hitchcock's 'The Elephant Man,'" sophomore Matt
Fra/ier said. "I was so scared I had nightmares for weeks."
junior Billy Pauli said, "I will remember the scene from
'Hannibal' when the guy eats the brains. That was horrible
and it frightened me dearly."

Even after viewers leave the theater, they are tormented by loved one's who play on their fear with
pranks and impressions.
"My roommate tormented me by sleeping with the
lights on for a week after she saw 'The Mothman
Prophecies,'" senior Jennifer Kies said. "My boyfriend
would whisper 'Mothman' at my roommate periodically just to freak her out a little."
Franklin said, "When I was maybe 7 or 8-years-old, my
dad would come down the hall at night and do this
impression of the old guy, Kane, from the 'Poltergeist II.'
singing this song, 'The iJord is in ... his holy temple...' It
freaked me out to no end."

—66
/ think people go back (to see more scary
movies) in part because they love the
adrenaline, and also to prove to themselves
that they weren 't really that scared.
—John Horigan
junk*

99
Though scary movies send some under the covers, many
have found themselves roped into the excitement of "scary
movies." There are more than 486,000 Web sites devoted to scary
movies which searching for scary and movie on uwugoogltAjnt.
To these horror flick minions, directors like W»*s ('raven
and John Carpenter are household names, creating blockbuster flicks like "Scream" and "Halloween."
While many go to make their blood run cold, some students find that the suspense and scare factor of hormr movies
make a great date destination. "Taking a girl to a scary movie
is a good way to get the first move taken care of," Frazier said.
Fink said, "I took a girl to The Sixth Sense' because I liked
her and I wanted her to be scared so she would cling onto me."
Not only guys find a scary movie a great date setting for
close contact. Senior Hilary Kissel said, "If you have a hot
date, you can grab his arm."
What keeps fans coming back to the theaters, however, is the
guaranteed result of a racing pulse by the time the credits roll.
"I think people go back (to see more scary movies) in part
because they love the adrenaline and also to pnrve to themselves that they weren't really that scared," Horigan said.
From "Abducted" to "Zombie Island Massacre,"
i scary movies may keep everyone on their toes,
I but they also keep everyone coming back for
more. Whether on a date or out of Halloween tradition, hitting a Blockbuster store and scaring
one's self silly isn't a bad idea.
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from the JMU Copy Centers Academic Coursepack Service!
By getting your fall semester coursepack materials to us by our
deadline, you made our job much easier
Melissa Aleman
Herb Amato
Clint Bennett
Thomas Bertsch
Cheryl Beverly
Kevin Borg
Suzanne Bost
Pete Bsumek
Kerry Carso
Don Chodrow
Kevin Cloonan
Edward Cox
Ann Crabb
David Ehrenpreis
Diane Ehrenpreis
Anthony Eksterowicz
Lynn Fichter
Dan Flage
Stephanie Forbes

Jennifer Frazier
Pam Gibson
Joanne Grayson
Mario Hamlet-Metz
Reid Harris
Laura Henigman
Elizabeth Janik
Steve Keffer
Sallie King
Thomas King
Rinchart Kylcr

ckjUAs

Robert Lcmbright
Richard Lippke
Jeff Loveland
Iain Maclean
Ina Markham
Brooks Marshall
Mark Mattson
Jeremiah McCarthy
Eva McMahan
Challace McMillin
Scott Milliman
Henry Myers
Cameron Nickels
William O'Meara
Susan Palocsay
Gauri Rai
Peter Ratner
Tiffany Sanders
Michael Selh

Amy Sirocky Meek
Jon Staib
Scott Stevens
Chris Stup
Marylin Wakefield
Mark Warner
John Watterson
Hillary Wing Richards
Nancy Wingfield
Chong Yoon
Mohamed-fearrugh

k^Lfc' 16/ tyuXtiiM/ <Zf>& X C CicC (cdi

Spring Deadline November 4, 2002
Coursepack request forms available online at http://www.jmu.edu/copycenter/coiirsepack.slitml
A * well as at the Main and CIS AT Copy Centers, and your departmental office
CISAT Copy Center
HHS Building
Room 1002
x8873l

Main Copy Center
Medical Arts
Suite 31
x83263
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"The moment I saw the bikes, I thought
my dream was over. Flat out."

Dress for (spooky) success

STYLE

Find those lasl-minutc Halloween costumes using
the fashion columnist's advice.
SM
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SCOTT CHONG

MTV Tough Enough III cast member

story pact 14

See story below

rhx.iiaV'. I Kill\ KII III l;W/l r„hl,. in
Former JMU student Scott Chong. bottom row. second In from
left, Is a cast member on MTV's Tough Enough III.

Wrestling with dreams
on 'Tough Enough III'

NATE THARPtor i«w

BY ALISON FARGO

Offl style editor
College is lough. It is a juggling act between homework,
projects, never-ending papers,
relationship soap operas and if
you are like former JMU student Scott Chong, obtaining a
professional wrestling contract.
" I want to be a WWE {World
Wrestling
Entertainment)
superstar,'' Chong said "It was
a dream of mine to be a wrestler
ever since I was a little kid."
As one of MTV's newest
stars on Tough Enough III, this
200 pound 21-year-old ha-- thi
opportunity to live a dream.
Tough Enough is a wrestling
reality show that takes an
every day individual and
turns him into a WWE superstar. As the show progresM/v
cast members either quit or an1
cut, leaving only two in the
end to win WWE contracts.
Although the season is )iist
beginning, Chong was choWi
from thousands of applicants
to be one of 13 finalists in this
intense, high-energy atmosphere — and gain an opportunity to win the most wanted
professional wrestling contract. The only catch is he has
to undergo nine weeks of
hardcore training and competition, with a camera in his
face every step of the way.
"Narrowing it down"
According to MTV publicist
John Kiehle, the Wfcotion

process for Tough Enough III
was slightly different from previous seasons. The interviewers,
"Big" (John Gaburick), Al Snow
and Beth Holmes, restructured
the interviews to spend more
time getting to know their
applicants, Kiehle said.
"It was a very intimate
process when looking at the
people who they wanted to
select," Chong said. "They
wanted to get to know who 1
really was deep down"
Chong first sent in a personal tape and application that he
downloaded online. Passing to
the next stage, he then had an
hour-long phone interview
with a representative from
Tough Enough.
"It was more like they were
trying to make a new friend,"
Chong said. "1 revealed some
stuff to the person who was
interviewing me that I've never
told anybody."
After the phone interviews,
approximately 75 semi-finalists were flown to New
Orleans, Denver and Chicago
to meet the series producers
and WWE trainers. It was during these face-to-face interviews when the group of 75
was "narrowed down," as
Kiehle said, to 25 die-hard
finalists. These 25 were flown
to Los Angelos for a two-day
challenge of strength, cardio
and in-ring training, then put
through a final endurarue
challenge of biking and run-

ning up a mountain.

off to fulfill his dream.

Unfortunately for Chong,
biking wasn't his forte.
Chong's cousin was instucted to teach him how to ride a
bike when he was a child
Instead, Chong said his cousin
made him feel bad for not
knowing how to ride. "Ever
since that day, I never touched a
bike ... except for the bicycles at
the gym. Very different," he
said. "The moment I saw the
bikes, I thought my dream was
over. Rat out."
Needless to say, Big, Snow
and Holmes looked past
Chong's struggles and knighted
him as one of the 13 cast members on Tough Enough III.

"This kind of opportunity
knocks once in a lifetime,"
Chong said. "This is my chance."
To be on the show, Chong's
final decision was to take this
semester off from JMU.

-66// was the most
grueling thing I've ever
been through... it was
really in-your-face
cutthroat stuff.
— Scott Chong
MTV Tough Enough casl mcmbci

A Semester Off
The opportunity of being on
Tough Enough III also created
the necessity of taking off a
semester from school.
"[Chong] came in to talk to
DM about school — about
dropping out — and we had a
serious conversation about
what his options were," business
professor
Christina
Roeder said. "If he was going
to take this semester off, this is
a good way to do it."
Training
for
Tough
Enough III began in the
beginning of August and didn't end until the end of
September, therefore Chong
had some decisions to make.
He was either to continue his
education or take some time

99 —
"Everybody has dreams
and come back down to reality," Roeder said. "It is great
that he has the opportunity to
live his dreams."
Although Chong was not
fully supported by his parents,
most people anmnd him felt he
made the right decision.
"I think it was a good opportunity," said senior RJ Powell,
one of Chong's friends. "If it
works out for him, it may be his
career. Something like that is
definitely worth it."
Episode One

After the first episode of
Tough Enough III that aired

last Thursday, Chong got off
10 -i rocky start. He had trouble with his roommates and
trouble at home.
"Mv parents were very
upset about my quitting
school," Chong said. "They
wouldn't ask me how I was. it
was just. When are you coming
home?' It was very disheartening — I want them to be the
proudest and happy for me."
Chong also was presented in
the first episode in a not-toohigh manner, with his roommates getting angered at random comments and Big getting
frustrated with his inability to
complete the "front bump," a
wrestling move.
According to Chong, in
wrestling terminology, there is ,i
'face' and a 'heel.' The 'face' is
the good guy and the "heel' is
the bad guy.
"I'm obviously the heel right
now/ he MM
However, despite the negativity that the cameras portrayed to the audience, Chong
remained on the show, uncut.
"A lot of people are making
predictions, but it's only the lirst
episode," Chong said.
The Korean Firecracker"
While living in a mansion in
the Topanga Mountains in
California, the 13 wrestlers
made a 15-minute drive every
day to the training ring in
Woodland Hills. For nine
weeks, the show was taped

until only four finalists were
left, after the rest were either cut
or quit.
"It was the most grueling
thing
I've
ever
been
through," Chong said. "I
thought I had it hard. This
was like nothing I've ever
been through before ... it was
really intense, really in-yourface cutthroat stuff."
Over the season, the audience will get to see which cast
members are tough enough
and which aren't. Then,
according to Kiehle, the last
episode that decides which
two cast members will win
WWE contracts will be live.
"They will be incorporating I viewer mler.uti\e COO
ponent as part of the (last)
show," Kiehle said. "And
that will be incorporated in
the final decision "
What will become of "The
Koran rirevr.uker." as Chong
calls himself? Watch the show,
you'll see.
"If he has to come back to
school, 1 think he'll be more
fanned," Roeder said. "He's
getting a taste of what that
(wrestling) lifestyk' is all about."
Whether or not Chong
makes the final cut is left up in
the air as of now and only will
be uncovered some time during the season.
"I didn't go on Tough
Enough III to btt onie ,i celebrity," Chong Mid "I went to go
for my dreams

'Virginia Film Festival' features Cage, 'Sonny'
Bv

DAVID CLKMKNTSON

senior writer
After premiering his new
movie, "Sonny," to its first
audience at the "15th Annual
Virginia Film Festival." actor
and director Nicolas Cage
told a story.
According to Cage, when
media
mogul
William
Randolph Hearst encountered
legendary lilm maker Orson
Welles. rlMTti asked him,
"Who are you?"
"I'm Orion Welles," was
the mpOrW Hearst replied,
"Oh, the actor."
Wells added, "and director.
Cage, 38, told the sold-out
crowd Saturday night in the
University
of
Virginia's
Culbreth Theatre. "I liked how
he put him in his place."
Alter making his own directorial debut with "Sonny," a
film set to be released Dec. 27,
Cage can now put people in
thru pbot too

Cage's appearance was fof
many the highlight of this
vear's NatfVal held at the
University of Virginia Oct. 24 to
27. It also featured a workshop
from Chicago Sun-Times film critic Roger Inert, showings of
.livens of movies and appear
ances from actress Sissy Spacek
and main Virginia filmmakers
and film butts
According to( hrtatkw Ball,

publicity axrrdinator for the
annual festival, actor Anthony
Hopkins graced the events in
2000, actor and director
Sydney Pollack was there last
year and actors |immy Stewart
and Gregory Peck have attended in past years.
As with many other attendees. Cage came to the festival to
see a celebrity as well. "Because
we had Ebert, Nicolas Cage
wanted to aim'." Kill said.
The film "Sonny" is set on
Bourbon Street in 1981. It stars
(antes Franco ("Spider-Man")
in the title role, attempting to
find a satisfying life after the
military. His pimp mother,
played by Uremia Blethyn ("A
River Runs Through It"),
attempts to pull him back into
his pre-Army gigolo career, as
another hooker, played by
Mena
Suvari ("American
Beauty"), fights to escape the
CIUM »>l prostitution.
"That's an extreme character
in an extreme situation," Cage
said about Sonny to Ebert, who
interviewed him after the
s. inning. "They're still people
and they're still trying to make
it thnmgh life."
With graphic nudity, Ml iiul
drug use, the film deserves
HMm than an R-rating. Ebert
suggested. "You walk down the
street and you feel like only the
architecture is protecting you

I

in im sin." Ebert said of the New
Orleans setting.
Swaggering in a black suit,
white open-collared dress shirt
and a couple of big, shiny
rings on his fingers — one
symbolizing his marriage to
I is.i \1anc Presley — Cage
said to the crowd, "I'm glad
many of you laughed at the
things I thought were funny.
You laughed at some things I
didn't think were funny, too."
Cage also was just glad to
have the premiere over with.
"If any of you need anything,
I'll be the guy in the back having a panic attack," Cage said
More the movie. "I'm a little
bit of a nervous wreck because
it s tlie first time I've seen it
with a live audience '
To prepare for the film.
Cage said he and Franco met
with New Orleans gigolos. He
also attempted to make the
local accent as authentic u
possible, describing it as
"more like a Bronx accent
slowed down."
Written from a prison cell
by John Carlen, a bank rohlxT
who was taking a screenwriting class while in pnson, the
film's script sat around after
being bought by Cage. "I was
excited bv the intensity of the
characters," Cage explained of
his decision to buy the story.
The LA Times called the

film, originally titled "Folks,"
one of the best scripts never
filmed. After a contract with
director Barbet Shnieder fell
through, Cage decided to take
over the job, shooting the
movie in six weeks.
"I was too old to play
Sonny," Cage said. Plus, the
script was set in the '60s. "I was
in New Orleans in the '80s,"
Cage said, so he brought young
Franco aboard to play Sonny
and set the film in 1981.
While not being able to
play the lead. Cage still gave
himself a role. Snorting
cocaine, running a male
whorehouse, shouting profanity, wielding a sword and
pushing Sonny to service
men. Cage cameos as Acid
Yellow, a role he didn't discuss after the screening.
His role in "Sonny" was
hardly the first immoral character Cage has played. "I've
always wanted to be outside
the box." he said, which he
prmed with his Oscar winning performance in "Leaving
I a- Vegas." The film was
another festival showing,
which he introduced.
"When I started propping
for it, I videotaped myself getting drunk," Cage said of his
role as a Hollvwooci s, rei n
writer turned dving alcoholic
in the 1995 film.'

I

fhm tmwj ,<l)AVin n J-.MI JSTSON
Actor and director Nicolas Cage premiered his new movie,
"Sonny," at the "ISth Annual Virginia Rim Festival" Saturday
night at the UVA's Culbreth Theatre. Along with Cage, film
critic Roger Ebert also appeared at the showing.
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Searching for last-minute costumes
BY RYAN MCWILLIAMS

\iati writer
What are you going to
wiMr tonight? Halloween, (he
only holiday concerned with
looking Rood (or looking
hideous depending on your
»»»s(ume choice), is here and I
bet you don't have a costume With the Halloween
party weekend beginning
tonight, you need a costume
and you need one fast. Well,
don't fear because I have lastminute, impromptu costume
ideas for all you kids with little money and even less time.
The following is a guide to
classic costume choices and a
few new ones so you can be
the life (or death) of the party.
The easiest costume to make
is the "Ghost." Use an old sheet
or go buy one and cut holes in
it for your eyes. Make sure it's
long enough to cover your feet,
(the optical illusion of floating
is ruined if we can see vour
cheap Nikes). Put it on and
everyone will be spooked. For

extra
effect
make
scary
"Oooohh Oooooohh" sounds.
"Dracula," another timeless character, is a little bit
more complicated.
For I
cape, wrap a trash bag
(unused) around your neck
and find some of those fake
teeth. For added effect draw
some "blood" on your face
with a red marker.
If you can't wait for the
sequel, bring the movie
magic of "Harry Potter" to
life today. Go get a bowl cut
and some of those uglv
round glasses and you'll be
the talk of the town (OK, I
lied, the middle school).
For all you oafish fellows,
there's "Frankenstein." Wear
dark clothes and paint your
face green. If you have no
face paint, go to D-hall, eat,
wait 15 minutes, then you're
good to go. Walk around
with your arms extended
straight out and make grunting noises for special effects
Now for some easier cos-

tumes for all you lazies.
Remember, even | crappv
costume b hotter than none.
For the "Mumrm.
mv
personal favorite, wrap yourself in toilet paper. Two-ply
is highly recommended
The "Robot" requires you
to wrap yourself in tin foil.
The Alien, a slight variation
on The Robot, is just an addition of green face paint
The "Hershey Kiss' UMI
a combination of both tin
foil and toilet paper. Wrap
yourself in tin foil and tie
some toilet paper in your
hair. All of these ideas limit
movement, so don't plan on
dancing, walking, eating,
drinking or scratching, just
to name a few
The painfully enduring
"Witch" costume necCMi>
tates you to steal a broom
from your closet and a
black cat from vour neighbor. The "Wicked Witch/
only slightly less agoni/in^.
is the same II above, but

Discover
the best!

don't sleep for days, the
wrinkles and crankiness
really adds to the character.
Another good choice is
s
t.ihc Cling." Safety pin
anything and everything to
wursell (i.e., socks, uiulei
we.ir. -m.ill children, etc i
Spray your hair straight up
in the air to achieve the
total look.
The "Serial Killer," the
most poignant of the bunch,
uses cereal boxes attached to
your shirt. For completion,
run around with a knife acting
like ■ psycho. Use caution
with this one, we don't want
to frighten little ones.
Most importantly, there is
the "Invisible Man." It's the
best last-minute idea for a
party you'd
rather not
attend. Tell the host you'll be
coming as the "Invisible
Man." Then don't show up.
Happy Halloween!
I M'KAnEAN//>Aftfr»AAmi
Next week
The longtiuaited introduction of the Juniors Keith Foster (left) and Ellse Boyd are ready for some
tricks In their last-minute Halloween costumes.
fashion Patrol.

I Got Mine...
Did You Get Yours?
Last Chance

■Full Coffee Bar
Chai Latte
■Homemade Soups
■Gourment Sandwiches

Cinnamon Bear Bakery & Deli

10% off "" FREE

"I

any purchase wrth JAC card. 11 buy one set one tree short cappuccino
(valid through November SOM)
Soy mMk available!
JL

.

600 University Blvd. Beside Costco & nTelos
Between Sheetz 6 JMU Arboretum

to
BE HEALTHY!
Only 500
,FLU SHOTS Remaining
Oct. 31ft - Nov 8th

Mon - Fri 7am - 8pm
Sat 7am ■ 5pm Sun 10am - 5pm

Mundny Friday
1 1 urn 3pm

Oet It NOW at the Health Center
540 568 617f wwwjmu cdu hnllh.ii

* DELIVERY AVAILABLE! CALL 438-9993 (Dinner-To-Go)*

4 'Bedroom Tbumfumes, IndividualLeases,
andH(pommate Situations available

MEN'S
JUNIORS JEANS

Students (and regular people everywhere) are
discovering that RUGGED WEARHOUSE means
FAMOUS NAMES at FABULOUS PRICES!
Denim - Casual Fashion - Shoes - Accessories
For Men - Women - Juniors - Kids

Tim are over 40 Ruffed Weartmiea
lecatlem Including
Ale»an<Jna

ci»h—<ai

CtmaVartaburg
CotonMJ Heights
Fairfax

Fredencksourg
Hampton
Hamsonbing
Lvnehburg

MflHI

Newport News
Norto*
Chesterfield
Sass-l'ras
Roanoke

Rash your College I.D. for an
EXTRA 10% DISCOUNT**
Ma-Sat total-«m • Sanllam tax

]S<T1KR§faaD)
WEAR HOUSE

HARRISONBURG - Cloverleal Shopping Center
CHARLOTTESVUi - Rio Hill Shopping Center
-<■■ 1-t^.iD *. Mia MM

Outfitting America For Less!
(www.ruggedwearhouse.com;

Refrigerator with Ice Maker,
Washer and Dryer, Microwave,
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher
Cable/Phone/Ethernet available

t=J
EQUAL HOUSaNG
OPPORTUNITY

Pheasant Hfym 'Ioumfwmes
Open Monday - Friday 10am-5pm
Call 801-0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net,
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle
View a map to our location or take a virtual tour on

i®LL®®teOn.com
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THE CINEMA SCOOP:

REVIEW

New releases show range of talent
Sandier tries drama in "Punch-Drunk Love
BY ZAK SALIH

senior writer
"Punch-Drunk Love" is a
Paul Thomas Anderson film. For
Ihose unacquainted with the
work of his brilliant cinematic
vision, please refer to the critically lauded ensemble dt.mii"Boogie Nights," about the trials
and tribulations of a family in
the
pom
business,
and
"Magnolia" an operatic ode to
melancholy and the relation
ships between fathers and sons.
"Punch-Drunk Love" stars
Adam Sandier. For those of you
unfamiliar with the juvenile tomfoolery of America's Everyman,
please refer to the critically
panned yet universally accepted
comedies "Billy Madison" and
"Happy Gilmorc."
So is a movie with Anderson
and Sandier — mascots for contemporary cinema and humor
respectively — possible?
The answer, thankfully, wonderfully, brilliantly, is yes.
Sandier, notorious for the titular
comedic dunces in his films, plays
yet another one in the rote of Barry
Egan, an emotionally stagnant
salesman prone to fits of anger,
tears and comedic klutoneas.
Yet under Anderson's dilution, Egan is not a one-dimensional barrel of laughs; his bursts
of rage and sadness permeate

with the complex emotions of a
man who never finds comfort in a
crowd, barely can hold a conversation on the phone and suffers
barrages of ridicule from seven
sadistic sisters. The only comfort
Egan seems to find is in playing
an abandoned harmonium and
collecting Healthy Choice pudding cups for frequent flyer miles
In short. Egan physically and
emotionally is alone.

"PUNCH-DRUNK LOVE"
STARRING:
ADAM SANDLFR AND
EMILY WATSON

RATED:K
RUNNING TIME:

95 MINUTES
4% {. £. i«. £.
Until, that is, he meets the
serendipitous Lena Leonard,
played with wide-eyed cuteness
by Emily Watson. No motive
ever is established as to why
Lena falls in love with Barry (she
saw his picture once and wanted
to meet him) and none is needed. Her love is as random and
emotionally fulfilling as the climactic
rain
of
frogs
in
"Magnolia." Lena, through

Watson, instills Egan with the
possibility of love in the wake of
awkwardness, loneliness and a
phone-sex service that wants to
leech money from Egan.
Unlike Anderson's previous
two San Fernando Valley epics,
the film is relatively short yet not
lacking in artistic and Ihespian
talent. The romance between
Egan and Leonard is the perfect,
honest romance we all dream
about — a love based not on
physical attraction so much as
on the meeting of minds and
emotions. In reaching out to
Egan, I.eonard illustrates the
hope for America's lonely child,
the archetypal character in
Anderson's films. "Love," as the
Beatles sing and Anderson's
films confirm, "is all you need."
Like the film's colorful
transition sequences by artist
)eremy Blake and its transcendent musical score by jon
Brion, "Punch-Drunk Love" is
a flurry of emotions and
states-of-mind — hopelessness, anger, love, empathy. It
is a dreamy, funny, tearful,
comforting, inspiring, uplifting masterpiece that depicts
the abysmal darkness of contemporary American loneliness — and the luminescent
light of hope that lies just
beyond its borders.

BY TOM BEPPLER

contributing writer
In "Jackass: The Movie,"
MTV's (ohnny
Knoxville
walks and limps and stumbles with a nihilistic swagger
that suggests a not-quite-upto-par Tyler Durden
If
Durden was the alter ego to
Ed
Norton's
Nameless
Narrator, then Knoxville in
turn provides the id of the
inimitable Durden. He's got
the
mayhem
but
lacks
Durden's philosophy, and
charisma and everything else
for that matter.
The film is essentially a 90minute version of the MTV
show. That I can recall, it's a
series that hasn't won too
many awards, but it's sent a
good amount of kids to the
hospital with reenactments of
its stunts. Not usually the
best reasons for a film adaptation, but here we are.
And how are we to classify this thing anyway? Is it
intended as a comedic documentary, illuminating the
long sought-after secrets of
how to be a jackass? The
movie is more like an
extended
home
video,
replete with the abysmal
camera work characteristic
of all amateur shoots.

Knoxville had a little part
as an alien in the summer's
sequel to "Men in Black,"
which by comparison plays
like "Citizen Kane." He was
passable at best, but he didn't
much get in the way either.

"JACKASS: THE MOVIE"
STARRING:
JOHNNY KNOXVILLE AND
BAM MARGERA
RATED:R
RUNNING TIME:
97 MINUTES

*•
Now here we have director Jeff Tremaine unwisely
thrusting him into the foreground with his buddies.
None of them are at all
interesting people, and they
don't make for a very interesting film either.
Tremaine moves blindly
from one depraved stunt to
the next, I guess unaware
that an audience might be
sitting through it. The effect
is like a doctor's visit where
you get a whole line of
shots, one after the other for
about an hour and a half.

Atthe Warren Hall
Box Office..,
MM
unite...

G>—\ «MK w»<*. m«
may fer«M ptv»

Off*

BKMM t»v* bMn

4>

VW» approved *■
t-*.n« of BMa Ifcn?

Maybe you have allergies,
or maybe you don't but
you're performing a stunt
for "Jackass "
The movie was irritating
and annoying, but never
entertaining. It never moves
beyond a bunch of morons
causing property damage,
and though can't say I
expected otherwise, I wished
for it anyway. But no, nothing worth keeping here —
just Knoxville and his friends
acting like idiot little kids in a
restaurant, flinging their
food around and moving on
without bothering to clean
up. That's about right for the
film itself, which is relentless
in its plodding attempts to
communicate comedy.
MTV executives will find
-> target audience for this
thing somewhere and I'm
uneasy with the distinct
possibility that "Jackass"
will make some money. In a
way, though, that's ,1 little
heartening too — the only
reason this trash found its
way to production was in
the hopes of turning a profit.
In other words, art for the
sake of art this is not.
"Jackass: The Movie" is as
bad a picture as you're likely
to see all year.

..

i

Tickets On Sale Now

COLLEGE PARK has started
»T>

there

■ST-*£■■£•

MTV's "Jackass " lacks big screen appeal

COLLEGE PARK - ASHB CROSSING

Are yOU

fr

CV£°

vf^Ar

Limited number of seals remaining!
Nov. 18th at 8:00pm

YET?

Poors open (S> 7pm

vuA*
nth JAC •

^, r.ckct pUtkt*
s

^>ro.)

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

432-1001

0

UPB

Presorted hy the James Madison University Praam RoarJ and Ml/I 422.
For more information all l/PB 5W-67I2 or upb |m» e<|u
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November 11, 10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.I
James Madison University
P.C. Ballroom (main ballroom)
Busch Gardens is seeking: singers, dancers,
actors, musicians, character actors, acrobats,
jugglers, magicians, technicians and stage
managers for live shows Bring prepared
audition for all talents Visit us on line at:

www.TalentSearchBGW.com
or call 800-253-3302

STYU

JBUSCH
GARDENS
Williamsburg, VA
Video Taped Auditions
ft you can x« audfton n parson, mtf rwume. teceni
photo and a «Jao wnpla ol your tMnt to: Enfcwtimnent
Bust* Ga->ns 0n« Busch G*«r* BM. VWhamttug.
VA 23187-8785 PhotM anfl UpM can not M ftfumed
Boach Gardens is an equal opportunity amptoyef and

(800)777.0112
online

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH ATA PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH.'

» on THE PHone » on cnmpu/ » on THE /TREET

JAZZ m

SALE

3171 S Main St
(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-5800

NOV.

LESSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK - MORE PL A Y!

Rockingham Cooperative

Win a Jeep!
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/02, No Purchase Necessary,

■«*yv

Next monthly Drawing November l, 2002 for

$100 Gift Certificate for:
Buck Knives
One winner from each location!

Complete Rules and Registration box
available at all locations.
Register once each day you are in one of the
Rockingham Cooperative stores.

Sponsors:
Rockingham Cooperative
Tru Value
Mossy Oak Apparel
Alpin Binoculars
Bleu Water Company
American Security Safes

Locations:
Harrisonburg
Bridgewater
Elkton
Timberville
Woodstock
Monterey

Sponsors:
M.IItin.in Motors
Cline Energy
Swift Rifle Scopes
Rocky Footwear
Verstandig Broadcasting
Parker Compound Bows

RUNS
1-1 "7

WHAT A RECORD
STORK SHOULD RSI

LESSON 02. MIRACLE CAR WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY!
The card is FREE
Every 6" wash is free
Prepaid option (major credit cards accepted)
Attendants available Fri & Sat 10-12noon/1-4pm (Sun - Thu vanes)

Save on all
Jazz Titles!
All Jazz CDs on sale 20% off regular price.
Stock up now on CDs from Ella Fitzgerald.
John Cortrane, Diana Krall. Miles Davis,
Billie Holiday, Louis Armstrong, Count
Basie, Chet Baker and much much more!

immammmmm
1??6 Deyerle Aye
Oust off University Blvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-9090

TRAVEL

www.scacravel.com

434-9999

BLOWIN' NOVEMBER H7
207. OFF KEGULAK PRICES

KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon-Sat. 10-9, Sunday 12-6
www.plan9music.com
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"You only play 11 or 12 times a
year, so there's not any reason
for you to not be ready to play."

Shell shocked

SPORTS

31, 2002 I THE

The JMU women's soccer team fell behind
early to the University of Maryland and
never caught up, losing 4-1 Monday.

MICKEY MATTHEWS

football coach
SM itaiy MOT

Sas story below

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Junior midfielder
Abby Karpinski (left)
and red-shirt sophomore defender
Bryant Karpinski.

Story by contributing writer Adam Wise • photo by senior photographer Audrey Williams
Growing
up
in
North
Stonington, Conn., junior
midficlcr Abby, red-shirl
sophomore defender Bryant and
freshman
defender
Whitney
Karpinski focused much of their
formative years on various sports
fields and were successful at most of
them. Furthermore, being that Abby
and Bryant are a pair of identical
twins, things were more competitive,
but in a different kind of way.
"We didn't have the typical sister
rivalry when we were growing up,"
Bryant said. "We Mi competitive
but we never tried to beat each other
out. More than anything we pushed
each other more to become better at
whatever we HI doing.*
The Karpinski twins starting
playing soccer very early in their

lives, both at age five. "We started
playing on small club teams, then
eventually started playing on travel
teams," Abby said.
However, Abby and Bryant's athletic success was not limited to soccer.
Both sisters wen- members of their
high school basketball team, which
won the 1998 Connecticut state championship In addition, Abby also
played shortstop for the Softball
team, where she started for three
years. Bryant played alongside her
sister It third base.
As impressive as each resume may
seem, the Karpinski'l wire both most
talented on the soccer field, where
they garnered numerous awards.
Coached by their mother in high
school, both Abby and Bryant earned
three-time all-state honors as well .is

played
on
the
Olympic
Developmental Team. Such honors
caught the eye of |MU recruiters
"1 think I first was seen at a tournament in Florida at a time when' Bryant
was out because of a torn ACL," Abby
said. "But they also came and saw
both of us in Connecticut''
IX'spite the immense attention
JMU paid to the two girls, they
weren't completely won over by the
school until they came and visited
'We didn't n'allv think about playing at |,\mes Madison," Abby said.
"There HOI a few other schools th.it
we had in mind But we came on an
unofficial visit together and compfefc
ly loved the campus and people. After
that visit we knew this i\,is wlu-re we
both wanted to be."
Once the karpinski twins arrived

on campus, they found a close group
ot tnends. most of whom also played
on the soccer team.
"We hang out with the same people," Bryant said. "When you come
to school a month before everyone
else, you spend a lot of your time
with the few people who are here.
You end up spending a lot of time
together with those people and you
gel pretty close with them."
Despite their numerous similarities, Abby and Bryant like it to
be known that they aren't the
same exact person.
"We have different but similar personalities." Brvant said. "We like pretty much the same things, but we don't
fall into that stereotype of 'because
u i u' turns, we are the exact same.'"
One of the ways Abby and Bryant

exhibit differences is their playing
styles on the field. Abby is a midfielder who started every game last
year for the Dukes. She accrued five
goals and two assists in 21 games
last year. Bryant is a defenseman
who started all four of the games she
played in last year before she fractured her fibula early in the second
half of a game against North
Carolina State University.
"The girls are two different types
of players," coach Dave Loinbardo
said. "Abby is more offensive minded. She's more of a high-energy
flank player who whips crosses into
the box. Bryant is a defender. She's
hard-nosed, keeps her mouth shut
and works hard."
see FAMILY, page l«

No. 23 Maryland downs JMU
Terrapins grab big lead early, put Dukes away in soggy conditions
Bv

ANN:MARIII SCIII

i.i.

contributing writer

M I1KIYWIU IAMS/,™„r(*»„vn»*r.
Senior midfielder Meredith McCture tries to take the bal away
from a Maryland player Hi Mondays fame against the Maryland.

After digging themselves ,i
4-0 early, the womens' soccer
team was unable to rally and
lost 4-1 to the No. 21
University of Maryland on a
cold and wet Reservoir Street
Field Monday night.
Maryland came into the
game off a hanl loss to Florida
State University and needed a
win against the Dukes in order
to realistically maintain its ranking. The Dukes came into tingame with their only loss,-, ha\
ing been to nationally rankisl
teams, knowing the Terrapins
would he a tougl. rtlllMnga
"Maryland is ,i guvl team.
and we came into this same

knowing WC w ere going to have
to p|n to our upper limits.'
coach Due Icimbanio said
The wet Held conditions
hindered both |MU and
Maryland
Monday
players in
the
Insl
Maryland
half, who
4
could not
JMU
find Iheir
footing
and spent
a lol ot time tailing into the
COid mud.
Maryland's Mallorv Mahar
placed a header |ust above ln».hm.m goalkeeper lessica Hussey
in the ISA minute ot the first
half during one of Maryland's
nine comer kicks, and Kimmy

1

Francis found the back of IMU's
net 17 minutes later.
JMU then tried to counter
with an offensive attack of its
own. Red-shirt sophomore
defender Bryant Karpinski
placed a shot just wide of the
Maryland goal with three
minutes remaining in the period, but the Dukes could not
seem to finish their offensive
opportunities
Opening the second half
down by two, the Dukes tried
to keep up the pressure, but
Maryland's goal in the ninth
minute by Francis created a
new situation for the Dukes,
now down by three and desperate for a goal to keep themselves .line

FOOTBALL

Matthews concerned with red zone offense
Bv

DAN BOWMAN

trating thing about Saturday is that
we didn't win. In Richmond we
played very poor, but Saturday we
played really well in a lot of areas "
One of Matthews' concerns
going into Saturday's game is his
team's performance in the red /one,
particularly the running BUM.
Against UMass last week, the Dukes
(3-6 overall, 2-5 in the A-101 squandered two key opportunities, one at
the end of the first half and one with
under a minute left in the game, to
get into the end /one.
"We didn't run the ball very
good," Matthews said "Both of our
Mdraal craged 2.4 and 2.8 yards pa

carry, and that's not very gixxi.
"We did niH bl.vk vent well on
the l.i-i play of the first hill And it
the end of the game, we i"st didn't
hlovk them. Once again wewentoo
high, and we didn't get off the ball."
The Dukes likely will he without
its top two wide revolvers |unior
Alan Harrison and red shirt sopho
more Mark Higgins, who an both
out with leg injuries. That could
mean more looks for red-shirt tn>shman receiver Nick Tolley, who
Matthews said has been Improving
"I thought IbQn played well;
Matthews said. "Nick has continued
to Improve. He has morespetd th.in

Alan hut I don't think he's playing
with the same confidence Alan is."
Rfd shirt sophomore quarterback Mall I c/otte has been
plagued by an injury to his right
•JboVi
virtually
all
season
Matthews said although he was a
Intl. benged up alter last Saturday's
game, he should be ready for Rhode
Island He added that for the first
time in a long time, 1-eZottc is starting to feel comfortable with what he
is doing on the field.
"MaH told me that Saturday was
the lu-t game hi' actually enjoyed,"

tttDVKBS.ptgflB
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James Madfeon University
at the University' of Rhode Island
M(^StMkwT\,t<ktt0Bn,n,Salu^MNa*^
Tale of
the tape
(per game)

Despite key injuries to wideouts Harrison, Higgins, Dukes look to end offensive
slump, five game losing streak against University of Rhode Island Saturday
assistant sports editor
|MU Uxiks to end its five game
losing streak Saturday when it travels to Kingston. Rl to face the
I IIIV.TSLK ol Rhode Island at noon
U-.pite ihe Rams' 1-5 record (1-4 in
the Atlantic 10), coach Mickey
Matthews is not taking URI lightly,
especiallv after last wivk s 14-7 loss
to the University of Massachusetts.
"Our feeling has always been the
same," Matthews said. "You only
play 11 or 12 times a vear, so there's
not any reason for you to not be
ready to play I think we'll be very
hungry at Rhixle Island The frus-

"We knew we had to score a
goal," Karpinski said.
Hopes of a comeback,
however, became smaller in
the 24th minute as Maryland's
Kim Kang assisted a goal by
Ali Andrzejewski to extend
the gap to 4-0.
With 16:09 left in the game,
sophomore forward Mandy
Light placed a ball acmss the
face of the goal and into the
right comer to get the Dukes on
the scoreboard.
The loss was a disappointment for the Dukes, but the
team remains optimistic.
"I was very happy with the
effort," Lombardo said while

238.9
85.6
324.5

Rushing Offense
Passing Offense
Total Offense

160.0
170.6
330.6

18.2

Scoring Offense

15.2

198.4

Rushing Defense

124.8

256.0
454.4

Passing Defense
Total Defense

201.7
326.4

29.6

Scoring Defense

21.0

16

Giveaways

25

16

Takeaways

14

HU-:<-,RAPHIO/>,..

Mb.
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Terps top
Dukes 4-1

31, 2(102

SPORTS
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pointing out that the statistics
of the game were not truly
indicative of the intensity and
effort with which the team
played. "We put a lot of pres
sure on them."
Sophomore defender Katy
Swindells added that she will
use this game as a motivator
for the final games of this sea
son. It is important to "go in
hard and not give up,
because we could have come
back." she said.
IMU falls to 8-7-3 and
travels to Williamsburg, Nov.
2 to face the College of
William & Mary.

THF

WEE

Week# 10

Season total
Last week
Winning percentage

Colorado State at Air Force
Arizona State at Washington State
Minnesota at Ohio State
Wisconsin at Iowa
Delaware at UMass
JMU at Rhode Island
Jacksonville at N.Y. Giants
New England at Buffalo
Tennessee at Indianapolis
San Fracisco at Oakland
Miami at Green Bay

JMU wins PSU Invif.
The men's volleyball club
won the Nittany Lion
Preseason Invitational at Penn
State University JMU finished with an 8-0 match
record, topping Penn State in
the finals 25-22.30-28.

FH
Travis Clingenpeel
Space Ghost
68-31
4-7

Dan Bowman
The Flash
62-37
4-7

.687

Colorado St.
Washington St.
Ohio State
Iowa
UMass

56-43
5-6
.566

.826

Colorado St.
Arizona St.
Ohio State
Iowa
Delaware

Air Force
Colorado St.
Colorado St.
Washington St. Washington St. Washington St.
Ohio State
Ohio State
Minnesota
Iowa
Iowa
Wisconsin
UMass
UMass
Delaware

Rhode Island
N.Y. Giants
Buffalo
Indianapolis
San Francisco
Green Bay

Jeanlne Gajewski
Mighty Mouse

JMU
N.Y. Giants
Buffalo
Indianapolis
Oakland
Green Bay

Jacksonville
N.Y. Giants
Buffalo
Buffalo
Tennessee
Indianapolis
San Francisco San Francisco
Green Bay
Green Bay

Rhode Island
Jacksonville
New England
Tennessee
Oakland

Miami

It was one ugly week for the Picks of the Week crew. For possi- Tricked, not Heated with the disappearance of Olive Oil? Is it because he misses his
bly the first time in the modern era, the best record across the
mom? Only he knows, but he will look to speed past Batman back
board was below .500. In this week's Halloween edition, the crew has done into second place.
extra homework to make sure it isn't tricked as easily heading into the weekend.
Mighty Mouse, a.k.a. da boss, continues to shine, especially when learning
Space Ghost, a.k.a. the Real Deal, loses the good luck goldie locks after the she and last week's guest, The Thuggish Ruggish Bone, had the best record at 5luck ran out. However, he was lucky enough that the rest of the pack did just as 6. Although that doesn't seem like something to celebrate. Mighty Mouse does
bad as he did. This week he hopes to zoom even further away from the pack.
have an excuse. It probably will be the only time she finishes ahead of anyone
Batman, a.k.a. Wilson, hopes to fight off the evils of a losing week But will for a long tune
the caped crusader come through victorious or fade into the darkness?
This week's guest is the talented Quail Min, a superhero in his own right. While
The Flash, a.k.a. Popeye, continues to struggle Is it the pressure? Is it linked his art work speaks for itself, his picks might need a better backing. Stay tuned.

JMU places high af PSU
The women's volleyball
club teams went 16-4. collectively, at the Penn Stale
University Tournament Oct
26. Team gold finished third
while team purple finished
fifth overall out of 18 teams.

Family affair for Karpinskis Dukes look to end

Equestrian places second
The equestrian club finished second overall at
Randolph Macon College last
weekend. Junior Jennifer
Ross finished second in two
events and junior Stephanie
McKaughan finished third in
two events.

Younger sister joins twins on women's soccer team

five-game skid at URI

FAMILY, from page 17

HI kl-S. from pige 17

This year, younger sister
Whitney joined her two sisters
in playing soccer for the Dukes.
Whitney said she believes
because her style is similar to
her sisters, she was ready for all
the comparisons coming in.
"I'm used to the comparisons between myself and my
other two sisters," Whitney
said. "I also hang out with
pretty much the same group
of people, so it's kind of
inevitable."
Since all three of the
Karpinski's have played
together for such a prolonged period of time, they
believe that they have somewhat of an advantage when
playing
against
other

Women's rugby wins States
The women's rugby club
competed
in the State
Tournament last weekend.
JMU
defeated
Mary
Washington College, 650 and
Longwood College, 73-0. In
the championship
game
Sunday, JMU beat the
University of Virginia 16-5,
giving the team the state cham
pionship title, which it also
won in 2000.

schools. "It's awesome having two other sisters on the
team," Whitney said.
Bryant said, "We know
each others tendencies and
how we play. Abby and I havt
played all our lives together
and two years with Whitney
in high school."
Coach Lombardo agrees that
the sisters have a slight advantage, considering the numerous
years of playing together.
"They seem to understand
each other's tendencies and pick
up on visual cues a little bit better than other players," he said.
Such familiarity may be one
of the reasons why the
Karpinski sisters continue their
success on the field. Abby
recently was named to the all-

tournament team at the
JMU/Comfort Inn Invitational
earlier this year, assisting on
three of the Dukes' four tournament goals. Not to be outdone,
Bryant also was named to the
all-tournament team, as her
stingy defensive play spearheaded JMU shutouts against
Tulane University and then No.
22 Penn State University.
Coach lx>mbardo described
the twins as "players who bring
the blue-collar work ethic to the
team. Both lead by example and
tend to let their actions speak
louder than their words. They
aren't the 'rah-rah' type of players, but if they have something
to say, they will say it. They are
both great individuals to have in
the program."

Matthews said. "1 think it was
because he got to play quarterback and make some decisions, and he really grew a lot.
"If you think back, he ran
for some big first downs
because he knew everyone
was covered and didn't want
to throw it in a crowd,"
Matthews added. "I was very
encouraged by it."
Stopping Rams' quarterback la\ son Davis will be the
primary concern of the
defense
according
to
Matthews. URI, which runs a
wishbone offensive scheme.

will utilize Davis similarly to
how the University of
11. I.iware used quarterback
Andy Hall, who ran for 97
yards against JMU Oct. 12
"I tell you. this kid is
probably going to be the
newcomer of the year in the
league." Matthews said. "He
can fly. He's can really run
the option, run fast and he
can make the first guy miss.
"Your margin for error
against the option is zero. You
really kind of have to assign an
extra half man when you're
defending the thing. He's their
best back, no question."

Remember, no Breeze Monday!

November & December movies

For more information, call the movieline at x86723 or check out upb.jmu.edu
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LASSLL-LliW
FOR RENT
Faellnf Cramped? imp*., _,
spdcioul houses, duO'#ie* and
apartment*. Sat pholos. pnett
end currant eveaability lor 2003 2004 et •MMv.cMrivproptrry.com.
Fourth »oommM« Hm4m4 - uvee
M< r> lownhouse. »300 per month.
utiMies Included. Contact Rene*
■ 'frOOU
Lonftag far QVMT Nlot houwlo
minute* from H'burj. 1725/rnonth
plus utilities. No pets, smokers.
Be'ortnctf required. AvaMeOtt
December. 833-5128.
SuMeeee 1 8tt>o—t apar.mfit .
across from campus. $375/mo.
water and heat included Available
Spnnj semester. 560-969R

wwh Sept.. 1st week Oct Sleeps
8. full kitchen, jacuin. sauna,
double dec*. S5,000/w*.. r>,h.o.
703-255-4712.
Washer ■ Kenmore. compact,
t«ctlk»nt condition (I paid S50O).
»200 Dryer . vWwtpool. stecneM*.
small to medium sired. $60 Call
57*2306.

Fraternities • Sororities
Chios • Student Groups
Earn $1,000- $2,000 this
\emesier with i proven
( ampus Fund raiser 3 hour
fundrsiiing event
Our program make
fnadraliinf my wHa M risks.

•> Dea-ge Colt - low mileage,
some work needed. $l,70Q/nee.
Cei 4315157.

Fundraiiinf dale* are fillinaj Quickly.
*o g« with ihe program' li works

ISM Chryele* LeaWen • 85.500

Contact CampusFundraiier
at SBS-92)-3238. or vitii
»in» campmfunJrunfr com

miles, very dependable, new
stereo, spoke wheels, etec. locks
and windows, automatic, air. Can
Sharon. 4335112 $1,000 (nag).

Serve Drinks Topless - ticellent
per hour plus tips. CaH 432-6453.

*~ *"~ *r"*~TTl tn ttami"
tor female Tw blocks to JMU. AH
u* HUM, washer/dryer. $450/mp.
Cah 43*8800

a001Pertlauna)K-17.000 mats,
perfect condition. V6 engine. AC.
alarm. Alloy wheels. AM/FM/
cassette, cruise control, driver/
pisstngtr airbag. powtr lochs,
wmdows. and steering. 442-5767.

Qrepract Paraaa Wasn't* - Parttime person needed for design
worh at local company. Must be
serf starter and work «dependentry.
Please call Susan, 442-4496.

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

$1,600 Weekly Potential ■ mailing
our circulars. Free Information Carl
2036830202.

Bartender Trainees Needed ■ $250
a day potential Local positions
18002933985. eit 215

t Pleee Pearl Drum Sat - rack,
rjouWe pedal, maple snare. Paste
s.'i nals. $2,700. Contact Gavin
540887 2861.
Ortat Coatumee Start Hera!
& Thrift. 227 N. Main

• Fan telee PeeMJee* - open at
Valley Mall. $6 $28/hour. Must
have outgoing, fun personality.
Salts experience a plus. Call
4371038

Gift

1«M Hen*. C*V EX AWD - sIKer.
with tMras, e>cellent condition.
115.000 miles. Below NADA at
»10.900. OBO. 4321018. e<t 4
idaytime); Chris.

SCHOLARSHIPS/
INTERNSHIPS
AVAILABLE

I»S Ford Contour - 3 spaecTw;
84 000 miles, great shape, new
tirts battery Perfect student car!
t4 395, bast offer. 8790947.

$9.25 Guaranteed Appt
All majors welcome.
Customer Service/Sales
No door lo door and no
telemarketing. Great resume
experience Condi tions apply
Apply online at

Dall lastlron 7000 Laptop
Computer . EictUtnt condition
Ashing.
SS50.
For
more
information, call Mary. 574-3447.
1S«S Fort BVoeoe N - 4WD. 3 mch
■ft, good condrtion. great for four
wheeling. 12.500. or best offtr.
fail 540-438-0681

•wiv. cftllegeincome. com

Make A Difference
Next Summer
Holiday Lake 4-H Center
(Central Virginia) •uannci
Camp atafT PMIUaaM:
Slail Coordinator. Waterfront
Dtrector. RealderM Uleguard.
Nurae/EMT. Store Keeper/ Office
Aaalalant. Inatnjctors. Canoeing.
Rfflery. Archery. Outdoor Ltvlng
SkUta. Ropea Course (high A tow).
Dam Anlmala. Poreatiy. Perfarming Arts. Training Included.
Application Deadline
December 18. 3003.
Employment Period:
June 2 - Auguai 13. 2003
Contact
Bryan Branch. Program
Director. 434-348S444
Rt. 2. Box 630
AppomatUn. VA 24823
hhrarvhavt edu
EOAA

Cuatomer Servkee Raps • needed
for local marketing office. Good
communication skills raquirtd.
£*emngs 24 hours per week. Great
pay plus bonus and benefits Call
434 7290.

Tee Can See The Decter New •
at Patient Care Plus in Staunton.
8:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m. 365 days
a year. And we II meet you
Anytime after hours. Juat call
540 885 6786 Board certified
emergency physician*, a rays.
treatment of all minor illnesses
and injuries. No waiting evenings
and nights.

Hank'a In the Dayton Farmer'a
Market - is now hiring. Competitive
starting wage. Apply in person
Thur. Frt. Sal., »:00 - 11 00 am
or 3:00 6O0 p.m.

Sat a Speeding Tie hat T Your
auto's speedometer may be wrong.
Calibrate your speedometer today
and beat that ticket In court. Call

Ckaaate Pkttogytpfcy • looking lor
outgoing, dtpendable students
interested n photography. Flexible
evening hours, great pay. No
experience needed • will tram.
Please call Jenn; 612-7466, Enn.
612-7464; or Katie (toll free),
866-882 2897

SERVICES
ieag Pittance 3 ft ttnia/
minute • No fees. No 1010 Call
1*66-36*3*89.
hitp;//besir etes. iacooi.net

SaU TMPi »r mm,

At Laetl Spring Break le Nearl
Book before Nov 6th. Free meals,
parties. 2 free trips, lowest prices.
Call 18004267710
www sunspfasMours com

JUTOw
NOTICE

For more i nJor mation and
aaaaance retarding the
imcilirabon of fauncinf byyncn

JMU taring B>M* A/« yew Going?
Then go Diiect! Booh now and get
guaranteed lowest price, free meals,
and free insurance! Campus reps
wanted! Organise some friends •
travel free! We have zero customer
complaints!
1800 367-1252
r.spnngbreakdirect com

irpmiiifoei. anUtl thr
Betier Bmineti Burtaa, toe
I4M-U3-SM1

Spring Break 3003 • la now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun. Acapuico. Maiatian,
Janaica, Bahamas. South Padre.
L'.s Vegas. Florida, and ibua.
booh early and get tree meals!
Student Express sponsors the
bast parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, and On-aite Staff. Contact
wwwstudentexpress.com or 1800787-3787 for details.
Aet Nawl Guarantee the bast
spring break prices! South Padre,
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas,
Acapuico. Florida, and Maroigras.
Travel free, reps needed, earn
ItS. Group discounts for 6». Call
1688 THIN KSUN (168884465 7 6.
dept 2626 )
www tpv/ngbreaA discounts, corn
Spring ■reek Insanity! Call
1-800 327-6013 or Chech out
www infer cempua com Guaranteed
lowest prices. Hottest desunaoons free meals and parlies! Cancun.
Jamaica, Florida and Bahamas
Party Crmsel Our l fth year! Heps
wanted - free tnpel

fl Spring Break Operalort
Awesome dealt on packages with
free meal plans for Cancun &
Jamaica. Book by October 31st.
Call us today. 1866 273 2500
www. vegaeonotours.com
Wants*! Spring Breakers! St .
wants to send you on Spring Break
2003 to Cancun, Acapuico. MaratJar.
Jamaica or the Bahamas for free! Carl
now at 1-600-7954786 or email at
aalasOsuncoastvacattons. com.

IxnU^HMl!

HI MOO

TattniwfcoUiti - W Trafcl • Up to
118.50 par hour, salary and
commission, p.m. shift, must have
pleasant voice. For mroaf interview
apply m person 4:00 p.m. sharp,
Mon - Thur. at 76 West Water
Street. Marnsonburg. VA
Aftemeee PeaWana • Seven Bends
Student Centers (operated by the
Shenanctoen County Department of
Social Services) Is currently
accenting applications for positions
•I Ashby Lee, WW Robinson.
Croup Leaders: Approximately 15 20 hours par week. 2:30 - 6:30 pm
Ounng Snenendoah County school
schedule. Flexibility needed for
school closngs. Previous experience
in a chiidcare related field
required. Must be 18 years of age)
with high school diploma or GED.
reliable, trustworthy and enjoy
working with children. Sa.OO/hour.
Conditions of ernployrnent include
completing criminal record checks
and reou red training. Appkcations
available at Shenandoeh County
Department of Social Services.
Please return completed appkeauon
snd resume by November 11,
2002 to Deycere/MM. Oeperirrvant
of Social Services. Suite 108.
Woodstock. VA 23684

CArCtM • AttrlUO • JAMWA
AAlfWU * FU5BW

•1 Sfrtng Braak Vacatlenal 110%
best prices! Mexico, Jamaica.
Bahamas Florida. Texas. Book now
and receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted!
lflOO-234-7007
tno/e si summer fours com
111 tarty texaeknkst Spring Break
Bahamas party cruise' 5 days
S299! includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Fiorde! Get group go free! spreigbreeAtraver.com
1-8006 7 86386
Spring
Break
2003 with
St
tCRy-asial R/tnp a*, hotel.
free food and 150% lowest price
guarantee' Raps wanted' Orga-irt
15 fnends, earn 2 free trips. VIP
treatment, cash and pnios to
promote StudentCity.com! Cai
1-800 293-1445 or e-mail
saltseHtudentcitycom today)
111 tarty Spring Breea. Ipnlilil
Cancun A Jamaica from S429I
Free breakfast, dinners A parties!
Award winning company! Group
leaders free! Florida vacations from
S14W springtxtakf/avev.com
1-8006786386

PERSONALS
IKWKI-Mt U\
FRANCE 4 ITALY
May 11-W. 2001 • Icitdrit
nvu, (kcrtrtt, Caakeai. JTr-wre,
Axe,/U«ii. Halnt,geear
Conox.' Dr. Mem Hamki-Meu
Ker«M2l ff—r 56S40»
Skydlvel One day first Tandem
skydives from 2 1/2 miles upt
22 jumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts! Call 1877 3483759
(877DIVESKY,
www. shy a iveorange com

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!
S3.00 for the first 10 words
S2.0O for each add I 10 words
Block ads art Sift inch

Now accepting
credit cards.'
(VISA or MasterCard)
Place your ad today!
568-6117

we trine.'

There will be no issue of The Breeze on Monday.

HARRISONBURG OB/GYN ASSOCIATES, PC
Daniel G. Witmer, M.D.
Louis E. Nelson, M.D.

Thursday - Costume JCapeske
Friday - Tommy Wood
Saturday ■ Moet Wanted
Sunday
muy -• Free
rree Pool
rooi/
Monda^lKf^ Talent Search
^
-■
~"
Tuaei
Tuesday - Kapoake

1950-A DEYERU. AVE. HARRISONBURG

CHECK US OUT ONUNE

Alsionoub com

C. Lany Whitlen, M.D.
Herbert E. Bing, M.D.

WELCOMES
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D. AND JASONK. GENTRY, M.D.
Phone:
(540)434-3831
(800)545-3348
Ask about our
new extended hours
TO THEIR PRACTICE OF OBSTETRICS AND CYNECOLOGY

FEEIING SPIRITUALLY DISCONNECTEDP

HEAVENLY HAM

"We respect the inherent worth and dignity of every person."

182 Neff Ave., Harrisonburg
Behind Wal-Mart at the Valley Mall
434-5700; 434-5011 (fax)

We provide an atmosphere lo assist you in
realizing your own spiritual path.

Ham and Much More!

For further information about JMU campus meetings,
contact Merle Wenger mrturn@msn.com

Eat-In
Party Platters
Take-Out
Tailgating

Harrisonburg Unitarian Universalists
TAKE 33 WEST 5 MILES TO DALE ENTERPRISE
http://HUUweb.orK

Phone: 867-0073

M. Catherine Slusher, M.D.
Sherry L. Driver, F.N.P.

$1«« off Box Lunch
Expires: 11/9/02
Valid in Harrisonburg store only
Not valid on deliveries or with other offers.

Sunday Worship 10:30 AM

What's going on @

Finnigan's Coj£g
Thursday, October 31st

yauovvpf*) Bfiturrie (°')W!
come dressed in your halloween best!
win cash prizes!
jon fritz performing!
Saturday, November 2nd

Tuesday. November 5th

jbroiijj "0"
Thursday, November 7th

Friday. November 8th It
Saturday. November 9th

^afew^vv JoJaTicl

Battle*
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The Comrm
South View,
.tone Gate
•foils

/A

Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments
and get FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet,
and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year.
\ \
The Commons

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:jo am-530 pm

■ '....ilfW

South View

Stone Gate

■

432-O600

11

